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In Luce Tua 
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors 
My Lord, What a Morning! 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, 1917 · 1963 
Sainted November 22, 1963 
JOHN LA FARGE, S.J., 1880 · 1963 
Sainted November 22, 1963 
CLIVE STAPLES LEWIS, 1898- 1963 
Sainted November 22, 1963 
J. D. TIPPIT, 1924 · 1963 
Sainted November 24, 1963 
God's drums rolled that morning-
(We heard them here, muffied and far away.) 
But there, the cadence was brisk, 
the beat, steady and sure 
the sound, loud and clear. 
All heaven responded, 
All heaven stood at the open gate -
The seraphim and saints and all the cherub choirs, 
Paul, John, Abraham, Peter, Luther, Matthew, 
my father, your sister, her brother -
With hands outstretched in heavenly greeting. 
And then they came: 
Tippit and Kennedy and Lewis and LaFarge -
In strength and beauty, 
Coming with gladness in their faces. 
This was God's time, 
This was a heavenly morning! 
And God reached out -
a brief moment-
And looked with pleading love into Marina's eyes. 
- a.s. 
The Birth of a Legend 
The whole world mourned President Kennedy, and 
with good reason, He was a man - thoughtfi{l, tough-
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minded, broad-shouldered, a man of dignity and elo-
quence and humor and courage. He loved his God, 
his wife, his children, and his country. And he died as 
a man ought to die - suddenly, in the fullness of his 
powers, at his post of duty. 
John Kennedy was never meant to sit palsied and for-
getful by the fire, a venerated anachronism. There is a 
time to be born and a time to die, and only rarely is a 
man permitted to die meaningfully. Lincoln, had he 
lived on, would today be less than the Lincoln were-
member. And Kennedy, had he lived on, would be 
less than the Kennedy our grandchildren will remem-
ber. 
Nations, like men, need memories to guide them when 
the present is uncertain and. the future clouded. We 
remember, as a people, the calm dignity of Washing-
ton, the brilliance of Jefferson, the earthiness of Jackson, 
the humaneness of Lincoln, the rambunctiousness of 
Teddy Roosevelt, the pr~phetic wisdom of Wilson, the 
jaunty courage of F.D.R. They were only men, and 
most of them were cordially disliked by many of their 
contemporaries, but they became the stuff of legend -
the kind of legend that nations l"emember and recite 
when the memory of greatness is needed to invoke great-
ness. 
And so John F . Kennedy's death was not wholly 
tragic and certainly not meaningless. Our grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren will be told of a young man 
who never grew old. Legend will have it that he was 
the wisest, wealthiest, and wittiest 11'\an of his day. The 
story of PT -I 09 will be amplified and embroidered to 
the dismay of the professional h1storian and to the de-
light of children who will want to hear it over and over 
again. And all of the legends and all of the stories 
will be true, in a sense which the literalists and the fact-
lovers have never been able to comprehend. 
But for us, it was not a legend that died, but a man 
who was close to our hearts and woven into the fabric 
of our lives. We shall miss him greatly. 
The Succession 
As events have turned out, one of the greatest of the 
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many services which John F. Kennedy did for his coun-
try was the choice of Lyndon Johnson as his running-
mate. President Johnson, although he is reasonably 
young as presidents go, is one of the nation's elder states-
men, a veteran whose experience in the federal govern-
ment goes back to the early days of the New Deal. He 
will almost certainly make a good president. It is pos-
sible that he will make a great one. 
We can not help remembering, though, that not too 
many years ago President Johnson suffered a very severe 
heart attack. His recovery was, apparently, complete. 
But he is temperamentally the kind of man who invites 
heart attacks - restless, driving, a demon for work, and 
a perfectionist. 
We wish President Johnson long life and much suc-
cess - for his own sake and for the sake of all of us. 
But we hope that he will take warning from his ov.:_n 
near encounter with death and from the circumstances 
which brought him to the presidency and move quickly 
to arrange for a suitable successor in the unhappy event 
that he should not be able to complete his term of office. 
The present order of succession to the presidency, 
established in President Truman's administration, is ut-
terly unsatisfactory. Leaving out of account the particu-
lar persons who presently occupy the first and second 
positions in the order of succession, the order itself rests 
upon the dangerous fallacy that long legislative experi-
ence in one house of the Congress qualifies a man for 
the presidency. This may have seemed a plausible argu-
ment when Sam Rayburn was Speaker of the House. 
But apart from Mr. Rayburn, the list of speakers in the 
past thirty years is not an impressive one. Indeed, not 
one of them was ever seriously mentioned for his party's 
presidential nomination. 
As for the office of President pro tempore of the .Senate, 
this has never been anything more than an honor con-
ferred automatically upon the most senior Senator of 
the majority party. The incumbent is Senator Carl 
Hayden, a man in his middle eighties. 
In recent years, the tradition has developed that the 
successful candidate for his party's presidential nomina-
tion has the right, if he chooses to exercise it, to desig-
nate his running-mate. It has been suggested that the 
Constitution be amended so as to allow a vice-president 
who succeeds to the presidency to appoint a new vice-
president, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate. This seems to us a reasonable and expeditious 
way of handling the situation and we would like to see 
it done as quickly as possible. 
Is Article II Obsolete 
Article II of the Bill of Rights states that "a well-
regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free 
State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall 
not be infringed." 
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If we read this article correctly, the right of the people 
to keep and bear arms is not a natural right or even one 
of the basic civil rights of a free people, but a right aris-
ing out of considerations of national security. It is pos-
sible to ask, therefore, whether the security of the nation 
still demands an armed citizenry capable, on short no-
tice, of forming itself into a militia. 
We doubt it. The British are as free as any people on 
earth, but very few Englishmen have a gun or can quali-
fy to buy one. The few who do have guns are permitted 
to "bear" them only under very narrowly stipulated con-
ditions. Even the police are not armed. 
Men like General Walker seem to feel that an armed 
citizenry is necessary to ensure that the government it-
self shall not be able to tyrannize the people. This rna y 
or may not be true, but the Bill of Rights does not as-
sert any right of the people to keep and bear arms to de-
fend themselves against their own government. So far 
as we know, no government on earth considers rebellion, 
sedition, mutiny, or treason a civil right. There are 
others who insist that the citizen must have means of 
self-defense against lawless elements in the community. 
But in a society such as ours we can not have everyone 
acting as his own policeman. And, in any case, a gun 
in seldom an effective defense against a clever or des-
perate or deranged criminal. The newspapers are full 
of stories of robbery victims who were killed while reach-
ing for their gun. 
One of the shocking sideiights of the President's assas-
sination was the fact that a schizophrenic like Lee Os-
wald and a man with a record of petty crime like Jack 
Ruby could buy and carry guns. We do not think that 
they kept and bore their arms in the expectation of be-
ing suddenly called upon to participate in militia action 
against a gang of whiskey rebels or a marauding band of 
Indians. The size of the national defense budget would 
incline us to believe that the ''security of a free State" no 
longer rests in a "well-regulated militia." The preva-
lence of armed crimes of violence suggests that too-easy 
access to guns may actually be detrimental to the securi-
ty of our free State. And so we hope that Congress will 
give immediate attention to Senator Dodd's proposals to 
control the sale of firearms and that it will thoughtfully 
re-examine the need for a constitutional provision such 
as that of Article II of the Bill of Rights. 
A Point of Law 
We are publishing in this issue a poem, "Cross of 
Hair," by our good friend and colleague, Paul G. Bret-
scher. We do so with mixed feelings. As a statement 
of the kind of motives which might prompt a man to 
assassinate the President of the United States, the poem 
speaks with power and with an insight into the demonic 
which we have not seen in any other comment on the 
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President's death. " I was God," ''I ruled the world," 
"I had my way with him ," "My will was done" -
these are precisely the attitudes that make killers of us 
all. 
But to put these words into the mouth of Lee Harvey 
Oswald is to violate a cardinal principle of Anglo-Saxon 
justice, that no man is guilty before the law until he has 
had his day in court. The mass of circumstantial evi-
dence connecting Oswald to the crime is so overwhelm-
ing as to be persuasive. But Jack Ruby has made it 
forever impossible for us to establish Oswald's guilt -
if he was guilty - to the satisfaction of our system of 
justice. 
More disturbing still is the thought that if Oswald 
was, as a matter of fact, guilty and if Ruby had not 
usurped the roles of judge and executioner, it might have 
been legally impossible to convict Oswald. No matter 
how heinous the crime with which a man is charged, he 
is entitled to every protection of the law, including the 
right to be judged by a jury of citizens who have formed 
no prior opinion of his guilt or innocence. In view of 
things which were said by the Dallas police and by the 
press there would have been a good basis for the con-
tention that no potential juryman could honestly claim to 
have no preconceived idea of Oswald's guilt or inno-
cence. 
History will undoubtedly name Lee Harvey Oswald 
as the President's assassin , for History gives as much 
credence to the verdict of the court of responsible public 
opinion as it gives to the judgments of courts of law. 
Professor Bretscher's poem has such sharp and incisive 
things to say that we are willing to allow him to antici-
pate the judgment of history and use Oswald's name as 
the name of the assassin. But we think it important to 
remember that, so far as the law is concerned, Jack 
Ruby wrote into the record that President Kennedy was 
killed by a person or persons unknown. And we have 
no way of knowing what the record would have said 
if Lee Harvey Oswald had been brought to trial. 
The Answer Is Yes 
"If we truly love this country, if we truly love justice 
and mercy, if we fervently want to make this nation 
better for those who are to follow after us, we can at 
least abjure the hatred that consumes people, the false 
accusations that divide us and the bitterness that begets 
violence. 
"Is it too much to hope that the martyrdom of our be-
loved President might even soften the hearts of those 
who would themselves recoil from assassination, but 
who do not shrink from spreading the venom which 
kindles thoughts of it in others?" 
We thought, as we listened to Chief Justice Warren 
speak these words of eulogy, that few men in public 
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life had a better right to lay this question upon the con-
science of the nation. The Chief Justice has been sland-
ered unmercifully, even by churchmen who ought to 
know better, and it is remarkable that some sick mind 
has not been driven by these slanders to an attempt on 
his life. 
But if the question was intended to be more than rhe-
torical, the unhappy answer must be Yes, it is too much 
to hope that even the death of the President can soften 
the hearts of those who need to hate. In our own pleas-
ant little town, there were those who greeted the news 
of the President's assassination with remarks that ' 'He 
got what he had coming to him" or "Too bad they didn't 
get him before," and in a rural school in our part of the 
state the children cheered when the bulletin was received 
announcing that the President had died. 
We came away from that tragic weekend with two 
sharp, clear insights into the nature of the American 
people: the first, that the overwhelming majority of 
them are decent, kindly people; and the second, that this 
great majority has not learned how to cope with that 
tyrannical little minority which is forever poisoning our 
national life. To respond to hate with hate is obviously 
not the answer. To ignore the attacks of the hate-mon-
gers only adds frustration to their hatred. To attempt to 
silence them by persuasion is as profitless as trying to 
reason with an enraged bull. To attempt to silence them 
by applying whatever sanctions the law permits entails 
the risk of setting precedents which can be invoked to 
silence honest, responsible criticism. 
It seems to us that we must simply reckon with the 
fact that among 190,000,000 people there will be x num-
ber of people whom the chances and changes of life 
have twisted into compulsive haters, that from time to 
time they will succeed in destroying the lives or reputa-
tions of good men, and that this risk must be assumed 
as one of the occupational hazards of any calling that 
requires a man to participate in public life and discus-
Sion. 
An Opportunity to Obey 
A friend of ours who is so little involved in the real 
work of the Church that he has time to read the Scrip-
tures and the Lutheran Confessions sent us the following 
note the other day: 
"Surely the function of the church is to proclaim the 
Gospel. In doing this it also has the responsibility of 
teaching and admonishing Christians to actions befitting 
faith in Jesus Christ. This is laid out most clearly in the 
Lutheran Confessions, to which our pastors vow alle-
giance. In these confessions, in the Large Catechism, 
Luther wrote the following on the Eighth Command-
ment: ' ... God will not have our neighbor deprived of 
his reputation, honor and character any more than of his 
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money and possessions; he would have every man main-
tain his self-respect before his wife, children, servants , 
and neighbors.' Further, he writes: 'The first applica-
tion of this commandment, then, is that everyone should 
help his neighbor maintain his rights. He must notal-
low these rights to be thwarted or distorted but should 
promote and resolutely guard them, whether he be judge 
or witness, let the consequences be what they may. Here 
we have a goal set for our jurists: perfect justice and 
equity in every case. They should let right remain right, 
not perverting or concealing or suppressing anything on 
account of anyone's money, property, honor or power." ' 
That Luther himself was not always mindful of these 
obligations under the Eighth Commandment is evident 
from his unconscionable attitude in later years toward 
the Jews. That his spiritual descendants have been 
equally forgetful of their obligations is evident from the 
attitude which so many of them have displayed toward 
the Negro in his struggle to "maintain his self-respect 
before his wife, children, servants , and neighbors.' ' 
Some of us have compounded our sin by adding to it 
slander against brethren who have promoted and reso-
lutely guarded the rights of the Negro. 
The beginning of a new year is a good time to make 
a clean break with the sins of the past and to make a 
new start on the path of obedience. In the area of civil 
rights the new session of Congress provides us with an 
opportunity to make at least a small gesture toward 
helping our Negro neighbor maintain his rights . Con-
gress has before it a civil rights bill which was drafted 
by leaders of both parties and which has been endorsed 
by both President Kennedy and President Johnson. We 
wish the bill were stronger, but it is a half-loaf which 
is better than none. We hope that many of our readers 
will take the time to write their Congressmen and Sena-
tors a word of encouragement to support the bill. To 
do so will not be an idle gesture. Every member of Con-
gress will be inundated by mail from opponents of the 
bill. 
C. S. lewis 
It is almost frightening to look back over the years 
and see how the whole shape of one's life has been de-
termined by no more than probably half a dozen en-
counters. There is, for all of us, that first, determinative 
encounter with the two people out of all of Earth's bil-
lions whose genes and personalities furnish the very 
clay out of which the Creator fashions us. But then , 
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for each of us, come those encounters which most men 
consider accidental and which some of us know, beyond 
all doubt, to have been Providential. 
Twenty years ago, on an island off the coast of New 
Guinea and under circumstances that made it easier to 
question the Faith than to hold it, we encountered C. S. 
Lewis. We met him in a book with the curious title, 
The Screwtape Letters, which our favorite red-head had 
discovered and immediately recognized as something 
good. It would be falsifying the record to say that we 
sat down the minute we got it and read it from cover 
to cover. We had been taken in often enough by dull 
tracts with catchy titles and, besides, we were a bit irked 
that our young bride was sending us books when we 
had straitly enjoined her to send us Worcestershire 
Sauce, the one solution we had found to the problem of 
swallowing bully beef and Australian mutton. 
So the book lay around the tent for several days until 
sheer boredom prompted us to open it. And before we 
were half way through it, we knew what we were going 
to do when the war ended. We were going to find out 
whether this man had written anything else, we were 
going to read it, and we were going to see whether we 
had it in us to do anything comparable to what he was 
doing as an apologist for the Faith. 
The war did end finally, just as Lewis' books were 
hitting American bookstores. We read them all, and 
through them we were led to that whole remarkable 
group of apologists which has flourished in England 
since the turn of the century - Belloc, Chesterton, Hop-
kins, Eliot, Auden, Sayers, MacDonald, and Phillips. To 
a young man whose previous experience with theologi-
cal writing had been almost exclusively with the turgid 
prose of polemical Germans, it was like discovering a 
new continent. Here were people who could write with 
wit and grace, who could polish the old cliches and 
make them shine. And Lewis was the master of them all. 
Our children came along, and each in his turn dis-
covered Narnia, the mythical country where Asian the 
Lion was Lord. Later they, too, discovered The Screw -
tape Letters . Before too much longer they will be ready 
for Out of the Silent Planet, Perelandra , and The Great Di-
vorce. And someday they will be ready for The Case f or 
Chn'stianity, Miracles , The Problem of Pain , and The Weight 
of Glory. 
C. S. Lewis died of a heart ailment the day the Presi-
dent was assassinated. It was a cold and rainy day, and 
the flags flew at half-staff in Narnia. 
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AD LIB. 
The Nineteen-Cent Solution 
--------------8 y ALFRED R. L 0 0 M A N------
The Telstar Experiment has been launching communi-
cations satellites which are whirling around the earth, 
and from which, less than a year and a half ago, we sent 
and received television programs to and from Europe. 
The Telstar Experiment is a product of the Bell Sys-
tem, which has launched both Telstar I and Telstar II. 
Since these launchings, the government has sent other 
communications satellites into orbit . The Bell System 
was interested in this project and willing to spend mil-
lions on it, because they are seeking means for handling 
more inter-continental phone calls. To be sure they are 
laying new cable in the Atlantic right now and will 
start in another month to lay a new cable across the 
Pacific. But these can handle only the six or seven 
million overseas calls now being made each year and 
cannot possibly cope with the twenty million expected in 
the near future. 
Now one manner of handling this increased traffic is 
by microwave radio transmission. It is used in this 
country and you have seen the towers which transmit 
these calls. But microwaves travel only in a straight 
line, which explains why the towers here are placed at 
regular intervals, to make allowances for the earth's 
curvature. To use this type of transmission across the 
Atlantic, however, would mean constructing a tower 4 7 5 
miles high in the middle of the ocean, a solution which 
does not seem feasible even to this non-scientific mind. 
The other method is to put a tower out into space, 
which is essentially what the communications satellite 
amounts to. 
The expensive part of the Telstar experiment is not 
in the satellite itself, but in the equipment on the ground, 
and this is centered at Andover, Maine. This Fall I 
had an opportunity to visit the Bell Earth Station, 
which is situated on a remote plateau surrounded by 
low mountains to keep out interference. The road winds 
up the plateau and the station is not visible until the 
final turn, when all of this small settlement lies before 
you. One has the feeling of being at either a lumber 
camp or at some remote spot on Mars, because the two 
types of structures are completely different. The few 
buildings needed for the staff and the visitors are made 
out of logs, but the structures for the equipment appear 
to have been designed by Buck Rogers. Of these two 
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buildings, one is a low modern structure surrounded by 
weird looking equipment which is used to track the 
satellites; the other is the radome, a huge half-balloon 
ten stories high which houses the horn antenna. 
In the low building a series of computers accept the 
118 pieces of information that can come from the satel-
lites through the horn antenna. These computers also 
predict the location of each satellite as it swings into 
"visibility" so the antennas can be moved to pick up 
the signals instantly. Telstar II has an orbit ranging 
from six hundred miles to 6700 miles and some of the 
more recently launched are out even farther, so the 
" visibility" is greater and permits a longer period of 
contact. 
The satellite itself is only 34!1 inches in diameter, 
weighs I 75 pounds, and is less than four feet high. Yet 
this invisible speck in the sky, travelling at 19,500 miles 
per hour, can receive and transmit television programs, 
telephone calls, pictures, and a variety of other data. 
To do this requires some fantastic equipment on the 
ground, and the horn antenna fits that description. 
Housed in the huge Dacron and synthetic rubber ra-
dome, which permits the passage of radio waves, the 
horn antenna is 177 feet long and ninety-four feet high. 
The horn itself is sixty-eight feet wide and weighs 380 
tons. The signal it picks up has the strength of about a 
billionth of a watt, or, as our guide put it, the horn could 
hear a fly moving its wing~ in New Delhi. 
To keep the satellite in focus this equipment must 
move; and it does on large stainless wheels on a bright 
stainless steel track. It was in this operation that I 
saw a heart-warming and reassuring sign, the only one 
among all this intricate, multi-million dollar equip-
ment. 
In order to maintain a one-thirty-second of an inch 
accuracy of the horn as it moves, the track must be per-
fectly clean . To accomplish this, to a brace on each 
side of the wheels is attached an old fashioned wooden 
scrub brush which can be purchased anywhere for nine-
teen cents. It was when I saw this nineteen-cent solu-
iton to a million dollar problem that I had the encour-
aging feeling that perhaps science has not bypassed me 
completely. 
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A Reappraisal of Religious liberty 
Bv A. G. HUEGLI 
Vice-President for Academic Affairs 
Valparaiso University 
When the second session of Vatican Council II drew 
to a close early in December, it left unfinished one bit of 
business which interested Christians throughout the world. 
The American bishops pressed hard for a clear state-
ment of the Roman Catholic Church on the subject of 
religious liberty. Ultimately the topic was included in 
chapter five of the Council's schema on Christian unity. 
But the Council did not have time to take a formal posi-
tion on the matter. 
Pope John XXIII had started the discussion in the 
encyclical Pacem in Terris. He said that " every human 
being has the right to honor God according to the dic-
tates of an upright conscience, and therefore the right to 
worship God privately and publicly." Several American 
and European bishops took up the cause in the Council, 
but some misgivings were expressed by Spanish theolo-
gians. 
Other Christian groups long ago went on record fav-
oring religious liberty. The World Council of Churches 
has repeatedly reaffirmed its support of this freedom, 
most recently in a Statement on Religious Liberty adopted 
at its Third Assembly in New Delhi during 1961. In 
this Statement the point was made that "Christians see 
religious liberty as a consequence of God's creative work, 
of his redemption of man in Christ, and his calling of 
men into his service ... Although freedoms of every 
kind are interrelated, religious liberty may be considered 
as a distinctive human right, which all men may exer-
cise no matter what their faith .. . It is for the churches 
in their own life and witness, recognizing their own past 
failures in this regard, to play their indispensable role in 
promoting the realization of religious liberty for all men." 
No ideal has more widespread support among the na-
tions - on paper, at least - than religious liberty. The 
great majority of the countries of the world say some-
thing about it in constitution or basic law. The mem-
bership of the United Nations, which includes almost 
every independent political unit, has subscribed to the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, where Article 18 
says: ''Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to 
change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone 
or in community with others and in public or private , 
to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, 
worship and observance." 
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Even the Russian constitution guarantees "freedom 
of religious worship and freedom of anti-religious pro-
paganda." Of course, there's a catch: the document 
goes on to say that the rights of citizens are assured ''in 
conformity with the interests of the working people and 
in order to strengthen the socialist system." Similarly, 
other countries extend the right of religious liberty in 
words and take it away in practice. 
Assume for the sake of analysis that the term "reli-
gious liberty" means "the right of individuals or groups 
to be free froii} social coercion in rel_igious matters." The 
customary understanding is that this includes the right 
to testify publicly, to change beliefs, and, by implica-
tion, to communicate religious ideas, as well as to pro-
vide religious educational and welfare programs. De-
spite what official pronouncements might say, national 
actions frequently restrict religious freedom in one way 
or another. Authoritarian states like Russia claim to 
have complete separation of church and state, and then 
hamper and hobble church work. In Spain religious li-
berty is pretty much a monopoly of Roman Catholics. 
Islamic countries are likely to place obstacles in the way 
of Christian church life and witness. Newly indepen-
dent states in Africa or the Orient tend to react nega-
tively against religious groups associated with the former 
colonial powers, and in nationalist fervor curtail their 
programs. 
For the Christian missionary, and for his hard pressed 
flock, the principle of religious liberty becomes increas-
ingly important as pagan religious movements assert 
themselves more vigorously than in the past. Obviously 
what we need is not only a common adherence to the 
ideal of religious liberty, but more common agreement 
as to how it is to be put into effect . 
We in America have been very casual about the sig-
nificance of religious liberty for ourselves and our Chris-
tian witness. Many people seem to regard it as a right 
graciously granted by government and are thankful 
when they enjoy it and resigned when they do not. Na-
tural rights advocates remind us that religious freedom 
is a part of the basic liberties of mankind, like free 
speech or freedom to assemble. But the theological basis 
for religious liberty has not received the attention it de-
serves. The Secretariat for Religious Liberty of the 
World Council of Churches has therefore been conduct-
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ing meetings of theologians in different parts of the world, 
to examine this liberty from a more profound and en-
during point of view. 
It will be hard to find agreement for a theological 
foundation of religious liberty. Social religious liberty 
is an ''implication" of the Christian faith , rather than a 
revealed truth. Christ has said: "Ye shall know the 
truth and the truth shall make you free." This is, of 
course, a freedom of the whole person from the guilt, 
power, and eternal consequences of sin. Such freedom 
cannot be given or denied by any government. But its 
outward expression as social religious freedom would 
seem to follow naturally from the inner freedom which 
Christ's redemption provides. Christians therefore ex-
pect governmental authorities to refrain from trespassing 
in the zone of the individual's conscience and faith. 
There are other theological approaches. Dr. J. D. 
Hughey in a recent article in The Christian Century (No-
vember 6, 1963, pp. 1365-1368) develops a long series 
of Christian doctrines which he believes give substance 
to religious liberty. Man's religious freedom, for ex-
ample, may be claimed because of his status as the cre-
ated and beloved child of God, bearing God's image. 
Or, the Christian teaching of love demands religious 
liberty. Or, the state is incompetent to interpret the 
Gospel of Christ, and therefore the Church must be in-
dependent of civil authority in its mission. 
Indeed, since conscience cannot be controlled by the 
state, there must be freedom for non-Christians to ex-
press themselves also. Christianity cannot tolerate syn-
cretism. But the Christian must respect the right of the 
non-Christian to hold to his own beliefs. Luther, for 
example, held that "they are not Christians who besides 
the Word resort to fists, be they filled to overflowing 
with ten Holy Ghosts" (Erlangen Ausgabe, LIII, 265-268). 
He also advised the ruler regarding those of differing 
faiths : ''Just let them confidently keep on preaching how-
ever much they like and against whom they wish, for 
there must of necessity be sects . . . Let the spirits clash 
and strive with one another" (Erlangen Ausgabe, VI, 444fl). 
Late in the fall of 1963 Christian attitudes about re-
ligious liberty were put to a test in South Vietnam. 
Buddhists there were violently at odds with the Roman 
Catholic Diem regime. Whatever the political issues in-
volved, and the possible role of the Communists in the 
conflict, Christian leaders of the West were placed in 
the awkward position of having to sympathize with non-
Christians whose religious liberty was infringed by Chris-
tians in a government supported by the United States! 
While the fall of the Diem regime solved the problem 
in that unhappy situation, the measure of our concern 
for religious liberty in an unsettled world will probably 
be taken again and again. 
There is a danger that will have to be reckoned with. 
As we have seen in our own country, when religious 
pluralism prevails, religious liberty can result in a neu-
tralization of the state. But this, in turn, can give an 
advantage to the secularist and atheist which is not easily 
overcome. A way must be found to guarantee religious 
liberty without watering down the influence of the Gos-
pel in the affairs of men. 
We can go along depending upon humanists and na-
tural rights advocates to make our case for us in issues 
of religious liberty. We can limit our concern to our own 
country with its legal and constitutional safeguards. But 
the problem may call for more profound solutions. The 
inconsistency between word and act on the part of con-
temporary governments in various parts of the world is 
too common to be ignored. We do have a concern for 
the welfare of those of the household of faith, where-
ever they might be. Christians are in a declining minori-
ty proportionate to the growing numbers in non-Chris-
tian societies. There is an increasing antagonism toward 
Christianity among new nations which are tired of west-
ern dominance. Even in our own country the march 
of secularism proceeds unabated, and the lines are bound 
to be drawn between nominal and sincere followers of 
Christ. Religious liberty is of vital significance to us. 
A reappraisal of the meaning and substructure of this 
great freedom is therefore imperative. For Christians 
that substructure is more than political or social. Its 
theological undergirdings must again be evaluated. 
PRESENCE 
jANUARY 1964 
Strewn among the needles die 
Our gifts, agasp for something warmer 
Than mere rayon to entomb 
Them, breathless for a carol: 
Sing Noel to smash their stone, 
To beat their bows to angel wings, to 
Rinse with blood their ribbons crossed 
And cold on paper stars ... 
Thus warming every gift with One whose 
Presence gives our presents life. 
RoBERT EPP 
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What Should We Expect From the High Schools 
Bv W. ARTHUR BoGGS 
Associate Professor of E~tglish 
Portland (Oregon) State College 
Particularly since sputnik, the American public high 
school has been under attack for not performing some of 
its more academic functions as well as it might. Loud 
and frequent have been the cries of attack. Although 
the voices for the defense have not spoken as frequently 
or as noisily, the innate lethargy inherent in any institu-
tion as vast as the public high school has smothered 
any rapid changes either for the better or for the worse. 
The vast majority of high school administrators who 
have for a generation or more been committed to what 
is generally thought of as progressive education are not 
going to change overnight. 
At this point, we should recognize the administrators' 
major problem. In most states the law does insist that 
youngsters be exposed to the process of education until 
they are at least sixteen; in many states they must re-
main in school until they are eighteen. Whether or not 
this enforced attendance is a wise measure is really not 
open to argument. That it be so, parents insist, labor in-
sists, management insists - the overwhelming majority 
of the American public insists. Any efforts for increased 
academic efficiency within the public high school as an 
instituton must be made within the framework of univer-
sal education for youngsters until they have reached the 
legal minimum age for leaving school set by the state in 
which they reside. 
Within the framework of universal secondary educa-
tion, then, what pressures should parents, labor, and 
management put upon the public high schools, particu-
larly upon school boards and their executive assistants, 
the administrators? The most important pressure which 
can be exerted is upon the administrative hiring policy 
for teachers. The sole qualification for employment in 
a high school as a teacher ought to be professional com-
petence (the teacher's knowledge of his subject, his abili-
ty to teach that subject, and his ability to understand 
and handle students) and never any particular coaching 
ability, counseling ability, or other ability which may 
seem administratively desirable. Only too often an ad-
ministrator wants a winning team and hires his prospec-
tive teacher of mathematics, social studies, science, or 
English solely upon his ability to coach. There are 
coaches teaching English - to use an instance from my 
own field - who think Jack London is our best novelist 
and Edgar Guest our greatest poet. There are even 
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coaches teaching English who have not heard of Jack 
London or Edgar Guest! 
Because a junior high school wants to offer two peri-
ods of speech, an excellent speech teacher is hired for 
those sections and then set to teaching an additional four 
periods of science-mathematics core. What happens? 
Often enough an intelligent, interested thirteen year old 
has to explain the effect of the moon's gravitation upon 
tides to his teacher! Over and over again these incompe-
tent teachers have students in their classes who know 
more about the subject than they do. Certainly, the in-
telligent students in such classes are going to learn little, 
and the less intelligent not much more. 
Teachers, too, are being hired because they have taken 
a few graduate units in psychology and counseling and 
have, apparently, qualified as counselors. The usual 
practice is for such counselors to teach four periods and 
be released for two periods to counsel over one hundred 
students. Important as certain types of counseling can 
be, many of these experts are inept as counselors, and 
some of them are inept as teachers as well. Good coun-
seling is a highly specialized skill demanding not only 
a thorough knowledge of psychology and -counseling 
techniques, but also a personality which encourages the 
confidence of others. Not just anyone should be a coun-
selor. Too often, anyone who has taken a few rourses 
in guidance and counseling is a counselor. Moreover, 
most of the counseling being done by these so-called 
guidance experts is merely academic advising which 
could be better done by the classroom teacher if time 
before or after school were only made available. With 
the academic advising shunted back to the classroom 
teacher where it belongs, on.e or two real counselors 
could handle all of the pers~nality problems ana be com-
petent advisors to the classroom teachers for a fairly 
large district. Finally, the best type of counseling has 
always been that sought by the student from a teacher 
whom the student respects and trusts. The high school 
teacher who has not had several such counseling experi-
ences in a few years of teaching simply is not a compe-
tent teacher. 
W hat Is Needed? 
Competent teachers instructing in their specialities are 
the pressing desideratum for an improved public high 
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school program, particularly the academic program of 
what is generally known as the "solid" subjects - En-
glish, foreign languages, mathematics, science, and social 
science. The foremost project of every high school should 
be to teach every student to the limit of his ability to 
read, to write, to speak, to listen, to use mathematics, to 
discover how to find facts, to evaluate materials, and to 
think. The first four of these skills are the most impor-
tant, because if a student can not master them sufficient-
ly, he is simply not prepared -except in mathematics, 
perhaps - to do the others . Thus every competent 
teacher in a high school should be continuously stressing 
these skills. Unfortunately, only too often, reading, writ-
ing, speaking, and listening have been left to the teacher 
of English, and again, only too often, the teacher of 
English has fallen too far short of what professional 
standards ought to be, a fact which we may blame up-
on our teacher training institutions for requiring too 
much methodology and too little content and for assum-
ing that a pleasing personality devoid of real intelligence 
can grow into a competent teacher. At the elementary 
level, perhaps, but at the secondary level, almost never! 
With an increased emphasis upon competent teachers 
should go an effort to keep students in the classrooms or 
study halls where they belong during school hours. The 
inculcation of responsibility within the student has been 
one of the main goals of the public high school during 
the past fifty years, but the methods adopted to incul-
cate responsibility have, only too often, resulted in irre-
sponsibility. Classes in leadership and extracurricular 
activities have been used to develop leadership and re-
sponsibility. And what happens? Students are excused 
from classes to carry on activities or engage in acts of 
leadership. Too often they roam the school irresponsibly. 
However, had these same students been encouraged to 
see that their main responsibility is to their lessons, that 
good classroom behavior and performance is responsi-
bility, that leadership in obtaining knowledge for them-
selves and in helping others obtain the same knowledge 
is training for responsibility and leadership, that a job 
done on time and well done is responsibility, classes in 
leadership could be dispensed with and extracurricular 
activities held to a healthy minimum. Responsibility is 
a matter of doing one's job well. Students are in high 
school to learn and to perfect those academic skills 
which only exceptional individuals are ever able to learn 
and perfect on their own. Most people are not going to 
learn to read and to write easily without a good deal of 
training, training which of necessity must be performed 
in school ; most people will learn to dance or to conduct 
a meeting if they want to or need to. 
Thus it is that high schools should return to a policy 
of primary emphasis upon the fundamental skill sub-
jects of academic knowledge and should hire teachers 
so"lely for their ability to teach that knowledge skillfully. 
If skilled, competent, subject-matter specialists are 
placed in every classroom with the requisite books and 
equipment and given support by administrators who see 
that the students are in their classrooms, much of the 
facade of modern public high school education will si-
lently fade away. Curriculum meetings can be held to 
a minimum, for the competent teacher, once he has de-
termined the needs of his students in his classes, will 
know what to teach. Most supervisors can be returned 
to teaching because the competent teacher knows how to 
teach. Our public high schools must give competent 
teachers the administrative support to show that the 
classroom is the one and only center of true education 
and that all of the other educational services exist only 
to support the function of teaching. In order to secure 
the best type of teaching, the public must realize that 
good public high school education can be gained only 
by offering good training in good subjects in the class-
room by educated, cultured, and skilled teachers. Re-
formation of the present inadequacies of public high 
school education can be almost entirely achieved by 
competent teachers who have their students where they 
should be - in the classroom. 
UNIDENTIFIED LAST NIGHT 
jANUARY 1964 
A Negro fell from a boxcar of the slow freight 
veering south, according to the obituary column 
of the local paper still unidentified 
last night. The breeze that day, 
faint across the millpond, stirred 
hardly a ripple. Only the lumbering freight 
wailed south through cotton. And, fretfully, 
guitars throbbed long after nightfall, 
across the moonless centuries out of Africa, 
a throbbing like the whirr of hunted birds. 
-ROBERT ABELL 
II 
Historian and/ or Christian? 
Bv RoBERT HARTJE 
Associate Professor of History 
Wittenberg University 
Midway the path of life that men pursue 
I found me in a darkling wood astray, 
For the direct way had been lost to view. 
(Dante, Inferno ) 
''Mr. President," said Daniel Webster in an oft-quoted 
statement from his reply to Robert Y. Hayne in their 
famous debate in the early 1830's, ' 'Mr. President, when 
the mariner has tossed for many days in thick weather, 
and on an unknown sea, he naturally avails himself of 
the first pause in the storm, the earliest glance of the 
sun, to take his latitude and ascertain how far the ele-
ments have driven him from his true course." 
To look at men through the ages, to realize the com-
plexity of homo sapiens who now populate this earth, yes, 
even to think back over his own personal past brings 
one to the same conclusion as that reached by Daniel 
Webster over one hundred years ago. Man, too, is storm-
driven , ever afoot in a ' 'darkling wood," eternally seek-
ing compass or sextant to orient him to the serpentine 
path that lies behind him , before him. One of the cardi-
nal utilities of history in its purest sense can be its role 
as such a guiding instrument. But only if the person in-
volved can make with William James that proud com-
plaint : " I have to forge every sentence in the teeth of 
irreducible and stubborn facts." 
This is the very nature of history, a nature which en-
genders in the historian a reluctance to articulate his own 
views on the meaning in history . If he is a teacher or a 
writer, the historian has already expressed himself, he 
has presented his views and has made his choices. What 
he has said and done speaks much louder than any for-
malized statement of belief. In the final analysis he will 
probably shy away from expounding his presuppositions 
in any other way. When he does make a presentation 
of his views he realizes the precariousness of his position 
at once, yet at the same instant he senses an excitement 
in the encounter. Some English universities have an in-
teresting custom which requires the new history instruc-
tor to make an inaugural lecture in which he expresses 
his views on his subject matter. Perhaps every historian 
should do this, if not for an audience at least for his own 
personal benefit. He then " performs an act of self-emp-
tying in order to seek the kind of truths which [go no 
further] than the tangible evidence warrants." The his -
torian cannot escape the challenges of truth, but neither 
can he completely escape his own predilections or biases. 
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Since there is no standardized history, no set pattern 
of facts upon which to build all other history, the his-
torian himself is always an integral factor in the inter-
pretation of his subject. It is well then that he know 
himself. In the process he may find that he is only re-
peating in his own person the various controversies over 
historical methods and purposes that have long existed 
among his peers, but at the same time he becomes in-
volved in his work , ultimately forced to use his own 
judgment either in his selection of facts or in his utiliza-
tion of th em. ''There must always be a connection be-
tween the way in which men contemplate the past , and 
the way in which they contemplate the present," wrote 
the famous English historian Buckle, " both views being 
in fact different forms of the same habits of thought, and 
therefore presenting in each age, a certain sympathy and 
correspondence with each other." Constantly pressured 
for synthesis and meaning, the historian cannot long avoid 
involvement and the more conscious he is of his position 
the more wisely he may choose his point of reference. 
The historian should neither completely repress nor 
cheerfully unleash his bias. He should become aware 
of it and judge whether it is compatible with historical 
scholarship. ' 'All I ask ," writes G. P. Gooch, " is that 
scholars should regard themselves , not as gladiators 
struggling in the arena amid the plaudits of their respec-
tive supporters, but as a band of brothers dedicated to 
the single-minded pursuit of truth." 
Certainly bias and temperamental predilection cannotr 
be shut out completely when the historian is dealing with 
that which most intense ly engages our sympathy, men 
and their affairs . It is really more intensely personal 
than this. Ralph Waldo Emerson said that "we sympa-
thize in the great moments of history ... because there 
law was enacted; the sea was searched, the land was 
found, or the blow was struck, for us, as we ourselves 
would have done in that place or applauded." 
Nothing can be more personal than this; thus we see 
history always in relation to an immediacy with life. 
Fundamentally ''an account of the success or failure of 
men and societies in the great turbulent, confused ex-
periment in living," history , with the possible exception 
of art, " remains closest to a sense of life." Young His-
torian Fritz Stern interpreted it this way: " History is 
the cognitive expression of the deep-rooted human de-
sire to know the past which, in a spontaneous untutored 
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way, is born afresh with every child that searches the 
mystery of its being. History springs from a live con-
cern, deals with life, serves life. A discipline so close to 
life cannot remain fixed; it changes with time, with the 
impact of new hopes, thoughts and fears." 
Where "Historian" Meets "Christian" 
Since history's basic point of reference is with life, it 
must continually come to grips with the basic problem of 
life. In today's world the question which now faces man 
is not what is the true meaning of life, but instead, is 
there any meaning to life? ''The problem of history is 
no longer a question of thought but a question of one's 
being or nothingness." It is at this point that the histori-
an comes close to contact with the Christian movement, 
a movement which hopes to determine not whether Jesus 
Christ ever lived but whether there can be a history 
without Him. 
What then of the historian who professes to be a 
Christian, or the Christian who is initiated into the fra-
ternity of historians? Is there any tangible relationship, 
is there any basic contradiction? As historian he is con-
fronted with the realization that "the problem of History 
as a whole is unanswerable within its own perspective." 
In the context of his discipline he sees that "there never 
has been and never will be an immanent solution of the 
problem of history ... only that man's historical experi-
ence is one of steady failure." 
But as Christian, if true to his belief, he will stand un-
ashamedly for the belief that his life involves commit-
ment and that such a commitment, in the words of Pro-
fessor Brauer, "is to a particular point of view that seeks 
to make life meaningful and significant." But if properly 
trained as an historian his activities should involve no 
particularly missionary evangelism or religious chauvin-
ism for a conventional set of standards or beliefs. Al-
ways it is demanded of him that his discipline become 
broader, more inclusive, more concerned with the deep-
er aspects of human experience. 
Both as Christian and as historian he, more than most 
others on a college campus, will find himself in an inter-
esting dilemma. More than the other disciplines, except 
possibly philosophy, his is more openly questioned on 
meaning in human history. In some context, both as 
historian and as Christian, he must provide an answer. 
It is at this point that the two forces can closely associate 
without destroying the dignity or the meaning of the 
other. 
It was the Christian, St. Augustine, who first saw 
clearly that Christianity was "neither a deterministic 
system nor a meaningless chaos." In his own words he 
recorded this basic truth: ''Manifestly ... things are 
ruled and governed by the one God according as He 
pleases; and zf His motives are hid, are they therefore un-
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Just?" This last sentence, says Princeton's Professor E. 
Harris Harbison, is the "very essence of a Christian un-
derstanding of history." 
Thus the Christ of faith becomes the eschatological 
event (one that deals with ultimates - of final things 
such as death and judgment) which is history in its full-
est sense and not something beyond history. This faith 
affirms not that Christ is an historical figure, something 
so diligently sought by historians in the late nineteenth 
century, but instead that Christ constitutes history. His-
tory to the Christian becomes essentially comprehensible 
only as a whole. The confession that Jesus Christ cre-
ates our history is the acknowledgment that He is the 
source of meaningful life. For history is life with a 
meaning, and only one who is at the beginning and at 
the end of time, only one who is the Lord, holds all 
times together. 
In this perspective history is a movement always pro-
gressing, yet at the same time always returning from 
alienation to reconciliation. ''Man's sin and God's sav-
ing purpose," wrote Karl Loewith, "they alone require 
and justify History as such, and historical time. With-
out original sin and final redemption the historical in-
terim would be unnecessary and unintelligible." 
To this point most of what has been said has been 
highly theoretical. In practical everyday classroom situ-
ations the historian who is also a Christian faces real 
workaday problems. How does the student make an 
identification? Should there be one? Many would hope 
for a quantitative test for an answer to both these ques-
tions. Actually there may be an element of meaning in 
this sort of evaluation. As much as thirty per cent of 
some history textbooks deal with the story of the Chris-
tian church or its impact upon society, but in other 
cases the line is more difficult to draw. In American 
history since 1800 for instance it is probably easier to 
make a case for a "pursuit of paradise" as a central 
theme than for divine revelation. 
The Need for Values 
More than quantitative is the attitude of the historian. 
Both the Christian and the historian see a need for val-
ues in life. Carl Becker, with historical perspective, 
identified some of these values: 
To have faith in the dignity and worth of the in-
dividual man ... , to believe that it is better to be 
governed by persuasion than by coercion, to believe 
that fraternal good will is more worthy than a self-
ish and contentious spirit, to believe that in the long 
run all values are inseparable from the love of truth 
and the disinterested search for it, to believe that 
knowledge and the power it confers should be used 
to promote the welfare and happiness of all men 
rather than to serve the interests of those individuals 
and classes whom fortune and intelligence endow 
with temporary advantage ... 
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These are the values which are affirmed by the tra-
ditional democratic ideology; these values are also a 
postive part of the Christian credo. 
Lord Lothian, great British statesman of recent years, 
in the midst of his own personal struggle for meaning 
in life, expressed a similar view: 
Christianity holds up before the individual a 
standard of life different from and more difficult 
than that of the purely earthly philosopher, because 
it looks mainly to spiritual values, but never in con-
flict with real progress, truth, justice or liberty! 
In our present world the teacher senses more and 
more this important need. In the future the historian 
may well have to struggle to preserve for himself and for 
his society a sense of the freedom of man even as he 
recognizes more pervasive uniformities, "even as he 
sees man clutching at new faiths and systems which 
deny or infringe the reality of freedom . ... " Such also 
is the dilemma of the Christian. 
Both Christian and historian orient much of their 
thinking about the concept of hope. Though one of the 
evils released from Pandora's box, hope stands high in 
the Christian historian's interpretations of life, a hope 
the substance and assurance of which is faith instead of 
illusion. The reasons for such unconditional hope and 
faith cannot rest on a rational calculation of their reason-
ableness. Hope is essentially confident, patient, and 
charitable. 
This form of hope both sobers and encourages. To 
the historian it is for a changing world, a world em-
ploying more meaningful values and even in times of 
crisis and failure it is the historian who will hope for 
a better future . For the Christian it is a hope in the 
power of the Resurrection. Dr. Zhivago sensed this hope: 
And when the midnight comes 
All creatures and all flesh will fall silent 
Death itself can be overcome 
On hearing spring put forth its rumor 
that just as soon as there is better weather 
Death itself can be overcome 
Through the power of the Resurrection. 
Finally, one of the most severe indictments offered 
against both Christian and historian makes them intel-
lectual fellow-travelers. This is the fact that in many 
ways both are relativists, both feeling that there are no 
universal and unchanging standards and that moral 
codes themselves are relative to time and place. Says 
Harbison: " If God is re_ally Lord of history, then no 
man or group or idea is Lord of it." This in itself helps 
dispel two illusions often seized upon by the Christian 
teacher in his struggle for recognition. 
The first illusion is that by being an historian a man 
becomes a better Christian. Underlying this illusion 
there is a basic truth, however: ''There is a sense in 
which a man must be historically-minded in an elemen-
tary way to be a Christian." After all the story of 
Christianity is set in a basic historical framework. 
The second illusion is that by being a Christian a 
man is a better professional historian. This too is ab-
surd, but again there is an important truth underlying 
the illusion. " It is that the Christian understanding of 
the nature and destiny of man - created yet free, fallen 
yet redeemable, bounded by history yet able to trans-
cend it by his imagination and creativity - cannot fail 
to deepen and enrich any historian's understanding of 
his subject." 
Historical comprehension is not just a matter of read-
ing documents. As Rudolf Bultmann suggests, we search 
not just behind the materials but within them. Discovery 
of the real man may better be found in a diary than in 
a court record . The divorce between the knowledge of 
the fact and the feel of the fact exists in our world 
whether we like it or not. Certainly to find real truth 
the historian must "see feelingly." 
Stripped of its arrogance, the above statements might 
well represent to the reader both a confession and a 
search for truth. Underlying the confession is a sincere 
conviction that something happens to us, the cause of 
which we cannot ascribe to this world; the event has 
taken place and we cannot understand it, we can only 
believe it. Underlying the search for truth is the aware-
ness that the Christian as historian is first of all a teacher 
and never a pastor. He has no more right to pontificate 
about the ultimate meaning of history than others, but 
by the same token he will not grant this right to any 
other human being. 
Thus first of all a teacher can be a historian and a 
Christian. 
The Christian Historian's Dilemna 
Bv KENNETH E. SHEWMAKER 
Instructor on Leave, 
Concordia Teachers College (River Forest ) 
With its -roots in the Bible and Augustine's City of God, 
the Christian view of history dominated Western thought 
for more than a thousand years. Beginning with the 
Renaissance, however, history was "liberated" from the-
ology. Spearheaded by such leading figures as Voltaire, 
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Vico, Herder, Kant, and Hegel, a new secular-rational-
ist interpretation of history emerged. The rationalist 
theories, in turn, suffered a decline during the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. An ''historicism" which re-
jected rationalist system and recognized historical con-
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creteness, complexity, and diversity became dominant in 
modern thought. The contemporary historian tends to 
look askance at linear progressions and sees either many 
directions or none at all in the historical process. He 
avoids absolutes like the plague and shuns the question 
of the meaning of history in the rationalist-philosophic 
sense. 
Living in an age of general despair and overwhelmed 
by a rapid succession of tragic and paradoxical events, 
many have chosen to leave history to the historians or 
to escape into a faith that finds its meaning beyond his-
tory. Perhaps as an antidote against this general dis-
illusionment, the Christian understanding of history 
again claims considerable attention. The impact of the 
writings of such men as Reinhold Niebuhr, Herbert But-
terfield, Karl Loewith, Christopher Dawson, Arnold 
Toynbee, and others indicates that the Christian inter-
pretation of history has found a remarkable response 
among both specialists and the public at large. In our 
age of war and rumors of war, the Christian answer to 
the meaning of history has witnessed a significant revi-
val. 
The revival of the spiritual understanding of history 
has posed a dilemma for the historian who is both a 
Christian and a scholar. He is torn between the aca-
demic demands of his craft and the spiritual dictates of 
his faith, between history and metahistory. The prob-
lem is essentially this: the historian is academically 
oriented to look at the past objectively and to derive in-
terpretations from empirically discernable facts that have 
their concrete basis in reality. On the other side, he 
recognizes that pure objectivity is an ideal beyond attain-
ment, limited as he is by personality and sentiment. If 
our historian is a Christian, his religious beliefs incline 
him to accept certain moral standards and panoramic 
views of the totality of the human drama that academic 
standards place beyond the realm of scholarly verifica-
tion and into the realm of metahistory. Should the 
Christian historian confine himself to the conventional, 
recognized channels of scholarly investigation, or should 
he give way to the inner promptings of his spiritual be-
liefs? Herein lies our dilemma. 
This quandary is epitomized by the writings of two 
prominent living historians, both of whom are Chris-
tians and scholars, Herbert Butterfield and Kenneth 
Scott Latourette. Being unusually sensitive to our di-
lemma, Butterfield has developed what he calls the con-
cept of the "technical historian and technical history." 
Since the historian is restricted by the available evidence 
and his own apparatus, he should keep within the limits 
of measurable, concrete phenomena. B\ltterfield aims 
to place Providence outside the sphere of ' 'technical 
history." Since the historian must deal with concrete 
entities "by a disciplined use of tangible evidence," it is 
a questionable and risky business to introduce the divine 
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into specific events of the human drama. The "techni-
cal historian" should humbly perform an act of self-
limitation and be ready to produce only ''limited results 
that belong to a mundane and pragmatic realm." Those 
who insert their religious beliefs into their interpreta-
tions of history "are naturally giving a new dimension 
to events." It is the poet, prophet, novelist, and play-
wright who ''command sublimer realms than those of 
technical history because they reconstitute life in its 
wholeness." 1 
Although basically in agreement with Butterfield's 
general conception of the restricted means of the histori-
an, Latourette has arrived at different conclusions. La-
tourette recognizes that one is limited both by himself 
and by the records that are at his disposal. Furthermore, 
aside from the fact that it is not possible to eliminate 
all subjectivity, some of the key Christian convictions 
" are not and cannot be subject to the tests which the 
historian is able to supply ... God cannot be fully 
known within history." Despite these restrictions, the 
historian must use the tools that he possesses. By care-
fully submitting the facts to faith and to reason much 
"comes to light which tends to support the Christian 
understanding of history." The Christian historian can, 
in short, detect evidence which would suggest a strong 
probability for the validity of the spiritual view of man's 
sojourn in time. Indeed, there are historical facts which 
are insufficiently accounted for if one strictly adheres to 
traditional standards. Latourette concludes that the his-
torian: 
Cannot conclusively demonstrate the validity of the 
Christian understanding of history. Yet he canes-
tablish a strong probability for the dependability of 
its insights. That is the most which can be expected 
of human reason in any of the realms of knowledge. 2 
Butterfield's concept of "technical history" and his 
ideas about the possibilities and limitations of provi-
dential historiography are useful distinctions. On the 
other side, Latourette's argument is not to be lightly cast 
aside. The Christian historian's choice may not neces-
sarily be between history and metahistory. Perhaps 
there is a realm of interpretation wherein the providen-
tial vantage point can provide a guide to insight and 
understanding while scholarly standards and practices 
enable the historian to operate within a framework that 
circumscribes the temptation to go beyond the bounds of 
our limited sphere of reality. Much depends on one's 
definition of history and one's evaluation of the degree of 
restriction and limitation that should properly be ap-
plied to the study of man. 
1Herbert Butterfield, Chn.stianity and History (New York, 1949), 
pp. 127-128 and Man on His Past: The Study of the History of His-
ton·cal Scholarship (Boston, 1960), pp. 139-141. 
'Kenneth Scott Latourette, "The Christian Understanding of 
History," Amen'can Histon'cal Review, LIV (1949), 270-271, 276. 
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Cross of Hair 
BY PA UL G. BRETSCHER 
lssistant f>rofessor of Religion 
Valparaiso U1liversity 
I, Lee Harvey Oswald, 
I was God! 
For five great seconds of time 
I was God! 
... Three sightings through a cross of hair 
Three squeezes by my practiced finger 
.. . Three cracks of an explosive fury 
I was God! 




Depraved .. . 




Kill me . .. 
But confess it , miserable world! 
I , Lee Harvey Oswald, 
I was God! 
For five great seconds of time 
I was God! 
I ruled the world! 
The window where I crouched, 
The box on which I waited 




By my will 
By my hand 
By my eye 
By my gun, this genius of man, 
I ruled the world! 
I , Lee Harvey Oswald, 
I was God! 
For five great seconds of time 
I was God! 
I had my way with him! 





But I had my way with him! 




But I had my way with him! 
Thousands welcomed him 
Two hundred thousand cheered him, 
But I had my way with him! 
A hundred and ninety million honored him, 
The symbol of their greatness, 
But I had my way with him! 
The nations reverenced him, 
Leader of the free world, 
But I had my way with him! 








But I had my way with him! 
I, Lee Harvey Oswald, 
I was God! 
For five great seconds of time 
I was God! 
My will was done! 
By boldness of purpose 
By secrecy and cunning 
By weapon and skill 
My will was done! 
I voted him out of office, I alone. 
I condemned him, I alone. 
I executed my judgment, I alone. 
My will was done! 
I stopped the nation in its tracks 
I closed theaters 
I cancelled games 
I cut off commercials 
I created the choking unbelief, 
The hush of sober voices, 
The rush of flowing tears. 
My will was done! 
I, Lee Harvey Oswald, 
I was God! 
For five great seconds of time 
I was God! 
I was stronger than all! 
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The great could come from afar. 
The humble could file by all night long. 
Soldiers, sailors, marines, airmen, 
Music of bands, rhythm of drums, 
Quotations, Tributes, Sermons, Prayers, 
A ring in hand, a lingering flame, 
A grand funeral - but a funeral. 
They could not bring him back, 
Or have their way with him, 
Or return history to its former course. 
They could only confess the helpless truth .. . 
That I was stronger than all! 
I had imposed my will on all! 
On that box 
At that window 
With that gun 
Through that cross of hair 
Squeezing that trigger 
. . . Again 
. . . Again 
I, Lee Harvey Oswald, 
I was God! 
For five great seconds of time 








The Tragedies of Our Comedies 
Bv WALTER SoRELL 
Drama Editor 
No doubt a person's entire outlook on life predeter-
mines his artistic approach to a given subj ect matter. 
Bertolt Brecht' s ' 'Arturo Ui" had to be a failure - how-
ever magnificent the theatrical sleight of hand may have 
appeared - because the tampering with Brecht's title 
proved fatal. His " The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui" 
contains the whole message of a rather weak play whose 
wittiness lies in the comparison of Hitler's and AI Ca-
pone's rise to greatness and infamy. The original avoids 
making the identity of the gangsters as mirror reflections 
of the political figures too obvious. On Broadway, the 
leader of the gangsters appeared in the last scene in a 
Nazi uniform to cheapen a dramaturgically cheap trick. 
Did our producer and/or director not trust the intelli-
gence of his public? The first basic mistake created a 
chain reaction of mistakes, and even a star of Christo-
pher Plummer's stature could not keep from falling with 
everyone else into the trap of a circus conception. Brecht, 
however, wrote a bitter comment on the resistible evil 
still rampant as Fascism. He meant to tell us that there 
is nothing inevitable. If he wanted to make us laugh, 
then it was a bitter laugh directed against all of us. 
The need for laughter is great. Men who cannot 
laugh are sick and in their sickness they are dangerous . 
To make people laugh is a particular and wonderful 
gift. It seems to be very significant of our time that we 
have lost the ability to write tragedies and comedies . 
Arthur Miller claims that his "Death of a Salesman" is 
tragedy. But Willy Loman never realizes what hit him; 
he is not sufficiently enlightened and cannot r elate his 
sad experience to the grim majesty of fate. His is a 
tragic experience, not a tragic realization. Willy Lo-
man's, Blanche duBois' or Ann Frank's fate is the tragic 
expression of our time, not that of an individual. 
The Mechanical Revolution that began in the 19th 
century and our scientific penetration of matter, man, 
and the universe have led us away from mysticism, 
from the belief in the unknown, unseen, away from the 
notion that the world was the ''idea" of God. Hegel 
with his theory about the conflict between opposite 
principles, Karl Marx with his materialistic image of 
the conflicting classes, Ernest Haeckel with his revolu-
tionary biological concepts, Sigmund Freud with his 
penetration of man's psyche demolished, step by step, 
the raison d'etre of the drama as tragedy. But what 
happened to the comedy? 
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In our age there is no greater danger than excess of 
cleverness. We have become sophisticated to such an 
extent that we have lost the ease of laughter, the grace 
of wit, the delight in delight itself. Now our comedies 
bubble with gags (not with effervescent epigrams) as in 
Neil Simon's run-away success, " Barefoot in the Park," 
which pivots around a newly married couple and a walk-
up. This comedy is so diverting, and intent on it, that 
it has no time to make any human comment. Humor 
at all costs is also to be found in Dale Wasserman's 
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," which squeezes 
the last drop of sanity out of a theme dealing with in-
sanity. The action takes place in an asylum and no 
puns on words alluding to insanity are left unturned . 
When Mr. Wasserman forgets that he is writing a so-
called comedy, he becomes televisionary and creates the 
figure of a most evil nurse and an indifferent physician. 
The nurse orders a frontal lobotomy on a patient she 
loathes, and we face a third-rate soap opera with Kirk 
Douglas as the star. We do not have to wait for the 
next commercial since all this is commercialism written 
all over and over all cliche-ridden faces on stage. 
Two imports, however, prove that the spirit of the 
refined comedy is not yet dead. Of Peter Shaffer's two 
one-act plays, ' 'The Public Eye" is a memorable experi-
ence in which the lightness of laughter emerges from the 
seriousness of an unusual triangle situation. A private 
detective with flamboyant and hilarious mannerisms is 
engaged to shadow the wife of a stuffed shirt who 
thinks he has sufficient reason to be suspicious of her 
conduct. In the most amazing way it turns out that the 
detective and she - although they never come too close 
or even talk to each other - have the most fascinating 
love affair. She believes that she is loved from afar by 
the man who follows her every move, accompanies her to 
the movies, goes for walks with her and even selects her 
hats through gesturing. In his craziness, he is a most en-
joyable character who has come to grace the stage with 
esprit and laughter. 
This production, as well as Anouilh's " The Rehears-
al," were London productions shipped or flown to us as 
done over there. Into a contemporary setting the wigs 
and whims of an 18th century Marivaux play are skill-
fully mixed, and in an apparent atmosphere of sparkling 
nothingness in which love is a game, life becomes al-




Bv CARL ALBERT GIESELER 
Professor of Religion 
Va lparaiso University 
We have seen His Star, and are come to worship Him. 
In the name of the fac ulty and administration, all 
maintenance people, all advisors, house fathe rs and 
house mothers , in the name of the merchants and resi-
dents of this college town, in the name of everyone who 
is more or less stationary here, we bid you welcome back 
to Valparaiso and wish you all a blessed and successful 
New Year. 
What have you been doing during those long three 
weeks of Christmas vacation? '' Many things," you will 
say. I hope, among everything else, you have dohe one 
thing: I hope you can say with the Wise Men in the 
Epiphany Gospel: uwe have seen His star." 
What kind of star was this? 
In a sermon for the Epiphany Festival, Dr. C. F. W. 
Walther, the great leader and preacher in the early 
years of th e Lutheran Church- Missouri Synod, says: 
" This star, of which our gospel lesson speaks, could not 
have been an actual common star. For it was impossible 
that this star stand directly above the house or stable 
where the child was , as Matthew reports. Our natural 
stars are up so high, that we cannot notice any change 
in position or movement from place to place. In addi-
tion: Bethlehem is situated south of Jerusalem. Since the 
star accompanied the Magi from Jerusalem to Bethle-
hem, it must have moved from North to South. Our 
stars, however, move from East to West, as the astrono-
mers tell us. So the star in the Epiphany story was a 
heavenly body creaed especially by God and placed by 
Him, not in the high position of the usual stars, but in 
the, lower atmosphere above the earth." Walther also 
assumes that these Magi most likely were learned men 
from Arabia who had made a study of astronomy and 
natural sciences, and who had received a special reve-
lation concerning the significance of this unusual star. 
Hasting's Dictionary of the Bible inclines to the view 
that these Wise Men came from Persia and Media and 
had been Median priests of Zoroastrianism. But that is 
only an assumption. 
There are many who agree with the Catholic Enryclo-
pedia that they came from Babylonia or Assyria, where 
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Saint Matthew 2:2 
the J ews had been in captivity many years before. Not 
a ll of these Jews returned to Judea with Nehemia, but 
some stayed and told the Babylonians of the expected 
Kin~ and Messiah of Israel. It is therefore possible that 
our Wise Men had learned about the Messianic expecta-
tions of the Jews and had accepted them. Martin Lu-
ther praises their strong faith . They had indeed covered 
about a thousand miles , which had taken them three to 
twelve months by camel. 
According to Eastern tradition there wen: three Wise 
Men. This has been assumed because there were three 
different presents which they brought to the Christ child , 
but other traditions say that there were twelve Wise 
Men. 
That is the reason why Epiphany is also called the 
Day of the Holy Three Kings . And so we have the 
Christmas Carol, "We Three Kings of Orient Are." 
Did you actually see the star during Christmas vaca-
6on? Did you mean everything you sang and prayed 
and promised during the holidays? The New Year and 
the Epiphany Festival are a good time to check up. 
You heard in the Christmas Gospel: "Unto you is 
born ... a Savior ... who shall save His people from 
their sins." You heard it, you accepted it, you believed 
it. Did you mean it? Do you still mean it? And in the 
Christmas Epistle you were told : " The grace of God 
that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teach-
ing us that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we 
should live soberly, righteously, and godly in this pres-
ent world" (Titus 2: 11-12) Did you accept that teach-
ing? Do you intend in the New Year to show your love 
for your Savior by denying ungodliness and worldly 
lusts, immodesty and immorality in desires and in your 
lives? Do you intend to be a good example to your fel-
low students, and without any holi er-than-thou attitude, 
admonish them if they live in worldliness? In the same 
Christmas Epistle we are told that He, whose star we 
have seen, ''gave Himself for us that He might redeem 
us from all iniquity , and purify unto Himself a peculiar 
people, zealous of good works." 
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Are you going to belong to His people in the New 
Year? Do you really mean it? Do you intend to do 
everything which pleases Him and shun those things 
with which He is displeased? Have you seen the star? 
In Christmas hymns the same truths are expressed : 
No more let sins and sorrows grow, 
Nor thorns infest the ground . 
He comes to make His blessings flow, 
Far as the curse is found. 
Did you mean what you sang in "Joy to the World, the 
Lord is Come" ? 
Peter Marshall , the beloved and now sainted Senate 
Chaplain, once said: ' ' L e t us not observe Christmas. 
Let us not celebrate Christmas. Let us keep Christmas." 
Yes, let us keep it in the New Year, and throughout the 
year. 
Now: 
Fling wide the portals of your heart, 
Make it a temple set apart, 
From earthly use for Heaven's employ, 
Adorned with prayer and love and joy. 
So shall your sovereign enter in 
And new and nobler life begin. 
M ay this be true in the Epiphany season, during the 
closing days of the semester, during the coming semester , 
a nd during the whole year. 
The Collect for New Years' Day 
Almighty and everlasting God, from whom cometh down every good and perfect 
gift, we give Thee thanks for all Thy benefits, temporal and spiritual, bestowed upon 
us in the year past, and we beseech Thee of Thy goodness , grant us a favorable and 
joyful year, defend us from all dangers and adversities, and send upon us the fulness 
of Thy blessing; through J esus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord, who liveth and reigneth 
with Thee and the Holy Ghost, ever one God, world without end. Amen. 
The Collect for the Feast of the Circumcision 
and the Name of Jesus 
0 Lord God, who for our sakes hast made Thy Blessed Son, our Savior, subject to 
the Law and caused Him to endure the circu mcision of the flesh, grant us the true 
circumcision of the Spirit that our hearts may be pure from all sinful desires and 
lusts ; through the same J esus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord, who liveth and reigneth 
with Thee and the Holy Ghost, ever ( ne God . world without end. Amen . 
On Second Thought 
------------------------------ B Y R 0 B E R T J . H 0 Y E R 
The distinguishing feature of man, which sets him 
apart from the beast, is his dilemma. He is conscious 
of himself face to face with God, or the Ultimate Reality, 
or the Ground of Being, or whatever he calls that of 
which he asks the question ' 'Why?" He knows himself 
as finite in conversation with the infinite. The essential 
mark of man is tension ; it is expressed in his desire to be 
and to have the impossible. 
Man's sin always involves contentment with the pos-
sible , and it makes him less than man. It is making a 
possible god to escape the dilemma of the finite in in-
finity. Theft is making this material thing the desirable 
good. Gluttony is exultation in the present. Pride is 
satisfaction with what is. A man covets what he may 
have. He lies to protect the status quo, which is always 
possible. 
Sexual license is an attempt to gain beauty on a less 
than human scale. It is futile, and its futility is reduced 
only by a love that expresses the tension of desire for 
the impossible one-ness. If a man is content with sex 
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or makes it his desired good, he has denied the longing 
which makes him man. The oblivion of drink is less 
than human because it is grossly possible, an escape from 
the tension of hope. Both the security of sloth and the 
frenzy of power are less than human because they wor-
ship a possible god, they deny the dilemma of man. 
What is the way of manhood? The knowledge of 
futility. Tillich calls it taking anxiety into yourself, Paul 
called it living in hope. It is being a creature face to 
face with God, it is knowing yourself as a creature face 
to face with God. It is accepting the truth that we are 
accepted by God, it is living in hope and not trying to 
satisfy hope with the possible. This maturity, this man-
hood, this hope, are ours in Christ, when we know the 
infinite God before whom we stand as forgiving Love. 
The way of expressing maturity is always selfless. It 
is called ' ' service." It is taking the Christian cross with 
glory and joy, because hope in the gift of God is our rea-
son of being. It is bearing one another' s burdens, it is 
undertaking the futility of all men. It is waiting on God. 
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The Music Room 
Galli-Curci 
----------------------------- B y W A L T E R A . H A N 5 E N 
Amelita Galli-Curci, one of the truly great di vas of 
all time, has passed away. She was born in Milan, Italy, 
in November, 1889 ; she died in California in November , 
1963. 
I have met, interviewed, and written about many of 
the widely hailed coloratura sopranos of recent decades. 
Only a few of them have been worthy of having the 
overworked adjective " great" applied to their singing. 
Galli-Curci , however, was great in the true a nd com-
plete sense of the word. I became acquainted with her 
artistry for the first time by way of her recording of the 
florid and captivatingly tuneful Bell Song from Leo De-
Jibes ' Lakme. I was enthralled by the silvery q uality of 
her voice, by her phenomenal technical skill, and by the 
sterling character of her artistry. Then and there I made 
up my mind to hear Galli-Curci as often as possible. 
Every able singer has his or her own particular do-
main of excellence. The art of song encompasses such 
a vast field and so many different types of expression 
that no artist can even hope to achieve all-around mas-
tery. Galli-Curci neither was nor pretended to be at 
home in the area of the lied. The music of Richard 
Wagner and Richard Strauss was completely outside 
her domain. Nor do I think that she would ever have 
reached indisputable greatness by singing the music of 
Mozart or Bach. But the realm over which she reigned 
as queen for many years was extensive enough in spite 
of all its manifest limitations. One could become ecstatic 
when listening to her as she sang the coloratura arias in 
Rigoletto, La Traviata, Dinorah , Lucia di Lammermoor, The 
Barber of Seville, Lakme, and similar operas. But would 
she ever have been equally successful in presenting the 
wonderful aria assigned to the Queen of the Night in 
Mozart's The Magic Flute? I wonder. 
Although the purely technical aspects of Mozart's fine-
spun coloratura writing were by no means beyond Galli-
Curci's capability, I have often wondered whether she 
c"Ould have projected this music with the consummate 
skill and understanding with which she mastered music 
by Verdi , Meyerbeer, Donizetti , Rossini, and Delibes. 
On the other hand, one must bear in mind that a com-
pletely competent exponent of Mozart's music could be 
like a fish out of water when attempting to do what 
Galli-Curci achieved in her particular field. 
Galli-Curci made her American debut in Chicago in 
1916. The opera in which she appeared was Verdi's 
Rigoletto. Her success was phenomenal. Two years later 
she made her New York debut in Meyerbeer's Dinorah . 
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One well-known critic described her singing as "bottled-
moonlight." I myself would have called her singing of 
the Shadow Song gleaming sunlight. And I would not 
have put this sunlight into a bottle. 
Shortly after this Galli-Curci became affiliated with 
the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York without 
relinquishing her connection with the Chicago Opera. 
Later, however, she chose the "Met" as her operatic 
home, and here she remained for the next ten years. 
Her recordings soon made her name a household word 
throughout the length and breadth of our land. 
Unfortunately, a goiter put an end to Galli-Curci's 
singularly spectacular career as a prima donna. It be-
came necessary for her to submit to surgery. After this 
she made a valiant attempt to carry on as before. But 
it was impossible for her to do so. Although her voice 
was still beautiful, it was no longer what it had been. 
For a time audiences flocked to hear her recitals be-
cause she was the famous Galli-Curci . I stood in the 
wings when she presented a concert during this trying 
period. Her artistry had not forsaken her, but her sing-
ing was often noticeably labored. My memory of this 
recital is especially vivid because of the long conversa-
tion I had with Homer Samuels, her husband, who was 
a highly competent pianist and in this capacity con-
tributed much to his famous wife' s success on the con-
cert stage. On this occasion he found the height of my 
piano bench exactly to his liking. I let him use this im-
portant part of a pianist's equipment at the recital. When 
he saw what brand of cigarets I happened to be smoking 
at that time, he said that the advertising should read 
''Not a cigarette in a carload" instead of "Not a cough 
in a carload." But he mooched a cigarette just the same. 
Mr. Samuels died in October, 1956. 
Critics sometimes found fault with Galli-Curci for 
straying rather frequently from trueness of pitch. Colora-
tura singing, however, and absolute accuracy in the mat-
ter of intonation have never been the best friends in the 
world. This is only one reason why coloratura has nev-
er been what one well-known humorist has described as 
" the fondest thing I am of." But Galli-Curci was differ-
ent in spite of the imperfections that bobbed up now and 
then in her singing even when she was at the height of 
her brilliant career. I invariably derived much pleasure 
from her artistry. At this point I could mention another 
famous coloratura soprano who has always been a pain 
in my neck. But why harp on this string now? One of 
these days there may be a better opportunity to do so. 
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The Fine Arts 
Ernst Barlach 
----------------------8 y A 0 A l B E R T R A P H A E l K R E T Z M A N N 
Twenty-five years ago Ernst Barlach died. He was 
a poet, playwright, and sculptor. 
Barlach was born in the little town of Wedel in Hol-
stein. His father was a medical doctor and his grand-
father was a pastor. After many years of study in Ratze-
burg, Hamburg, Dresden, Paris, and Berlin, he finally 
began to produce some small bronzes of fine quality. 
After a short stay in the south of Russia we find his art 
work filled up with beggars, women, and children who 
were solid, earthy types who had distinctive Slavic fea-
tures. This disappeared from his art very quickly. 
Late in life his art work began to proclaim an even 
more forceful social consciousness and turned more and 
more to religious expression. To this period of his life 
belong "St. John, the Baptizer," ''The Apostle," 
"The Hermits," and "The Prayer," as well as the lyric 
"Wiedersehen." For twenty-eight years Barlach lived in 
Guestrow. From 1921 to 1933 he created a great many 
public monuments for his home city, Kiel, Magdeburg, 
Hamburg, and Luebeck. Most of these found their place 
in churches. 
The picture shown herewith is of the memorial mon-
ument in the Cathedral at Magdeburg. It shows three 
great oak trees set vertically side by side. Each one of 
them contains a kneeling and a standing figure. At its 
center the monument is nine feet high. Detail is avoided 
in order that the strong elemental character of his con-
cept might come through. To the left is the old foot 
soldier. His tightly compressed lips speak of resolute-
ness and strength. At his feet sorrow and need cower in 
fear. 
On the right side a young soldier stands freezing in 
the iciness of the Russian Steppes. At his feet there is 
Despair holding his head in his hands. 
The figure of death rises higher than either Need or 
Despair. He, at least, is at rest and his hands show 
great repose. Towering above them all is a man with 
his bandaged head who has risen above death and his 
companions. In all six figures, the hands speak a very 
special language. 
The cross beams reach out from the center to tie to-
gether the figures on the sides. You will notice anal-
most Gothic feeling in the way in which the center 
figures loom over the side figures. 
The Cross stands in the midst of the group and the 
dead man rests beneath it. The years of World War I 
are carved very simply the way they had been cut, or 
drawn, on grave crosses all over Europe. 
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Strangely enough the memorial was rejected by the 
congregation. After twenty years (in 1953) it was finally 
restored to its rightful position. Kaethe Kollwitz wrote 
to the artist after she had seen this sculpture in the 
Cathedral: "You seem to have been able to grasp the 
absolute terror of war. Those whom you memorialized 
have stood above Need and Death and Despair. You 
have been able to save that mood for all of us." 
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Books of the Month 
Proclaimers 
We ordinarily do not call our readers' 
attention to foreign works except as they 
appear in translation. Occasionally, how-
ever, a book appears which by its very na-
ture demands notice. Such is the modest 
little German paperback, Aktion Suehne-
{eichen, by Ansgar Skriver (Kreuz-Verlag, 
Stuttgart). This is a remarkable docu-
mentary on one of those movements within 
the Christian church which hold such hope 
for a genuine breakthrough that the church 
must make if she is not to be crowded even 
further to the periphery of affairs. The 
story began in 1958 with a group of Luther-
ans who sent out a call for support in a 
new kind of project. They would go into 
a country which had been occupied by 
Nazi troops during the war, which had 
suffered as a result of the malice which 
characterized some of the occupation, and 
there, next to all the signs which still bore 
witness to hate and conflict, they would 
erect by their own toil signs which pro-
claimed peace and reconciliation. 
The author has collected letter and 
diary extracts, weaving them into a fasci-
nating account of the enterprise. Ger-
mans still argue fiercely on questions re-
lating to the war, questions about the na-
ture and degree of guilt. The young post-
war generation has joined the argument, 
some wanting to erase the memory com-
pletely and others seemingly paralyzed by 
the enormity of the matter. Thus such a 
movement as this book describes was 
bound to find both opposition and support ; 
some leaders of church and state were en-
thusiastic. Many people wrote to news-
papers, denouncing what appeared to them 
to be a craven attitude of guilt and a co-
wardly desire to make reparation in mat-
ters where guilt had been shared by both 
sides. Who started the bombing of civil 
populations? What about Dresden? Ham-
burg? So went the questions. Yet, under 
these uncertain auspices the project started. 
Young men and women - thirteen in all 
for the first project - people from vari-
ous trades and occupations felt con-
strained to halt their activities and go to 
Norway where the intention was to build 
a church in a town in which the memories 
of war were still alive. From beginning to 
end we read a fascinating story, suspenseful 
and exciting; the birth of the plan, the as-
sembly of the participants, the opposition, 
the surprises, the contact with the Norwe-
gians, the life of the commun;.ty: its hard 
work, discussions, adventu: es, religious 
life. The impulse came out of the Christian 
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of Peace and 
faith, but the call to participate was an-
swered by Christians and non-Christians, 
Protestants and Catholics. 
They did not stop in Norway. In the 
ruins of the old Coventry cathedral in 
England they built a study center, the In-
ternational Center of Christian Reconcilia-
tion. Then to Taize, the famous Protes-
tant monastery and ecumenical center in 
Burgundy, where they constructed the 
Chapel which has attracted so much at-
tention as a sign of reconciliation between 
Germans and Frenchmen, as well as be-
tween Protestants and Roman Catholics. 
Holland, Greece, Israel: the story contin-
ues and is still continuing. 
. This is a tale of sacrifice and work, 
living out the forgiveness and building re-
conciliation, discovering what the Church 
really is . What catches the imagination is 
that no great publicity campaign accom-
panies this; the young people are not out 
to build the reputation and fame of the 
church ; they simply serve disturbed and 
wounded mankind. The work is not 
glamorous; it is full of trouble. It is also 
richly suggestive of how the church can 
become creditable again . 
• 
The production of theological books is 
a considerable industry. Of the many 
volumes which can be proudly called sys-
tematic theology, two have appeared this 
past year which merit special attention. 
They are Paul Van Buren's The Secular 
Meaning of the Gospel (Macmillan, $4.95) 
and Gerhard Ebeling' s Word and Faith 
(Fortress, $6 .25). If th ey are among the 
best books of the year they certify a clear 
trend in the theology of the past decade. 
This trend was brought to popular atten-
tion by Robinson's controversial Honest to 
God, but can be most clearly traced back 
to the seminal works of Dietrich Bonhoef-
fer. One of Bonhoeffer's leading themes 
had been that the world has now come of 
age, no longer needing the ''God-hypothe-
sis" as a prop. Thus he called for an "en-
worlded" Gospel, a worldly way of talk-
ing and actualizing the Gospel which 
would proceed from a genuine under-
standing of incarnation as God meeting 
man on man's own terms, in categories 
and acts which he can understand and 
receive. For many reasons Bonhoeffer 
has found a loud echo in the Christian 
world, particularly among those whose 
calling has meant a deep involvement in 
the peculiarly modern world, among men 
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shaped by the secular, technological, "de-
Platonized" forces. This interpretation of 
the problem faced by the church today is 
shared as the common point of departure 
for the authors mentioned above, namely 
that for many men today, the word "God" 
has no meaning, nor any empirical point 
of reference. Thus their concern is to 
formulate the Gospel in a secular (Van 
Buren) or worldly (Ebeling) manner on 
the incarnation that the meaning of "God" 
is revealed in the life of Jesus of Nazareth. 
With his book, Paul Van Buren, an 
Episcopalian who was trained under Barth, 
establishes himself as one of a promising 
generation of young American theologians 
who can be counted on to make an inde-
pendent contribution to theological thought. 
Taking the Bonhoeffer question as his 
starting point, Van Buren divides modern 
theology into two wings, a right wing re-
presented by Barth and a left wing repre-
sented by Bultmann and, more consistently, 
Ogden. The problem with Barth is that he 
assumes what you say to be more impor-
tant than how you say it; while preserving 
the substance of Christian theology he is 
unintelligible to secular man. The trouble 
with the left wing is that in trying to com-
municate for apologetic and evangelistic 
purposes, it sacrifices the historical sub-
stance of the tradition. 
Van Buren proposes to borrow insights 
from both wings, but the originality of his 
inquiry lies in his use of the modern phi-
losophy of linguistic analysis as a tool to 
get at the language of the Bible and the 
tradition. This is positively exciting; he 
combines the results of the new "biblical 
theology" with linguistic analysis in a 
highly stimulating statement of the function 
of biblical language. Taking Christology 
as the key problem in contemporary Chris-
tian thought he presents us not only with 
an analysis of the results of biblical re-
search but also with an illuminating study 
of the language of Chalcedon. It should 
be that significant interests converge in 
this study; here is a new path which must 
be examined. Such a careful statement of 
the problems of language inhibits a review-
er from any attempt to summarize. It 
might be helpful to note that the charac-
teristics of Jesus are summed up around 
the concept of freedom: he was free from 
anxiety, free from the need to establish his 
identity, and free for his neighbor. The 
Gospel becomes a story of how a free man 
set others free, and Easter confronts the 
followers with that situation in which they 
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suddenly discern the meaning of the life 
of this free man. 
The possibilities of this approach are 
enormous, and it would be altogether pre-
mature to criticize an enquiry that is clear-
ly only beginning. One might, however, 
voice some expectations. A Lutheran is 
probably more accustomed by his tradition 
to begin with man and his problems rather 
than with Christology. This basic problem, 
of course, is more than noetic, more than 
a matter of communication. Van Buren, 
though taking the communication question 
as a point of departure, seems to imply by 
his description of Jesus that the modern 
problem is man's bondage as expressed in 
his anxiety, lack of identity, and introver-
sion. This diagnosis also includes the 
broad context of" American religion" 
which Herberg, Marty, and others have 
identified. In a simple but illuminating 
statement Van Buren writes: "One way to 
describe the crisis of Protestantism in our 
time is to say that private life and national 
identity have combined to displace the his-
tory of Jesus and, Easter as the determining 
ground of the Christian perspective ( 197)." 
The idolatrous, the demonic and the law 
are biblical notions which deserve further 
consideration in the context of Christology. 
The cool and detatched method of Van 
Buren, his concern to relate to the empiri-
cal manner of thinking so characteristic of 
British and American thought, contrasts 
with the existentialist concerns of Ebeling. 
In these two books, each eminently worth 
its price, we find American and continental 
theology facing each other with characteris-
tic strengths and weaknesses. Ebeling's 
work is actually a collection of essays pub-
lished in the course of the past decade. 
They share common themes, the themes he 
finds most important today. He defines 
the question raised by Bonhoeffer as the 
hermeneutic question: how can people 
understand the Gospel today? Ebeling's 
first discipline is history, though he now 
teaches dogmatics and tries to combine the 
two methods. The value of his work lies 
in some remarkable historical essays; he 
studies the history of Reformation thought 
with masterful command of an area which 
has not yet received classical treatment: 
Reformation, orthodoxy, pietism, ration-
alism, 19th century. Yet he is also limited 
by their point of view. The restriction of 
his interest to Protestant thought, to the 
problem of Word and response to that 
Word, is symptomatic of continental Pro-
testant neglect of the whole dimension of 
church, pre-Reformation thought, and the 
place of liturgy in theology. Protestant the-
ology has been too much studied from the 
standpoint of intellectual history, reflecting 
its university orientation. 
The whole "secularist" diagnosis is, of 
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course, contested by other thoughtful men. 
A good deal of semantic cleaning up has 
to be done before we can be sure we are 
all understanding each other; nevertheless , 
we should note that the eminent young 
Paris-trained Russian priest , Alexander 
Schmemann, raises serious questions about 
this solution. We shall be discussing the 
work of Schmemann in the future; here-
presents what we have all hoped for: Rus-
sian Orthodoxy that has gained some un-
derstanding of the West and is now pre-
pared to address it. His little For the Life 
of the World (National Student Christian 
Federation, Sl.45 ) contains the seeds of a 
critique which wants to take into account 
not only modem technological thought but 
also poetry, music, art and dancing. The 
critique flows out of his effort to interpret 
for Protestant students the place of sacra-
ment in the life of the church, and its re-
lation to the life of the world. 
RIC HARD P. BAEPLER 
GENERAL 
PROFILES OF CHURCH YOUTH 
By Merton P. Strommen (Concordia, 
S5.95) 
Disturbing? Yes, but . .. 
Profiles of Church Youth offers the most 
thorough study to date of Lutheran youth 
in the United States. This book is replete 
with tables to authenticate the information 
presented. Studies of this type could very 
easily be used as springboards for " final " 
and " firm " solutions to the problems of 
today's youth , but the author wisely offers 
no such solutions . His work is rather a 
careful , precise picture of Lutheran youth 
in our time. 
The author suggests tha t r.he introduc-
tion to each chapte r, as well as the sum-
mary, be read before the chapter itself is 
approached. This suggestion is worth fol-
lowing, for such a great wealth of material 
is presented that the book could be used 
as a textbook for th e stud y of the teen 
years. The author has used a number of 
approaches to youth 's proble ms in order 
to assess them fairly. Responses of adult 
lay leaders, pastors, and youth officers are 
used in a number of ways to highlight com-
parisons between their replies and those of 
youth. Comparable studies of other or-
ganizations , such as the YMCA and the 
Girl Scouts , are included to permit some 
estimate of validity . The Gallup Poll of 
American Youth is also used as back-
ground for understanding. 
_ Of particular interest to many adults -
clergy and lay - will be Dr. Strommen's 
conclusions concerning the beliefs of youth. 
While these conclusions may discourage 
some - he finds, for instance, that only 
about two out of five Lutheran youth 
really understand what is meant by "justi-
fication by faith" - he does have some 
valid and sensible answers to offer to the 
question , " What can I do to aid rather 
than hinder the Holy Spirit?" 
Dr. Strommen emphasizes the point that 
se nsitivity to the needs of youth is one of 
the essential factors in building a more ef-
fective youth ministry. Although he grants 
that this is not the sole criterion, he asserts 
that it is the most important assistance 
church people can give to the Holy Spirit. 
H e points out also that uniqueness is es-
sential to b ette r youth work - programs 
must vary from congregation to congrega-
tion and atte mpts to provide a common 
program for many congregations are likely 
to prove ineffective. 
A number of the tables give insights into 
the way youth and adults view the same 
problems. These tables show that youth 
and responsible adult leaders did not 
always agree on what it was that youth is 
most concerned about. The chapter on the 
family should be of particular interest ; ap-
parently there is a need for adults to cor-
rect the ' 'distorted image of how youth re-
gard their family. " 
Underneath the tables and the commen-
tary one hears youth crying, " Help! " But 
the cry is not necessarily for what we 
adults think is the kind of help youth 
wants. What our young people seem to 
want is instruction on Christian views of 
sex , help in vocational choice, and guid-
ance toward self-realization. It would ap-
pear that , in these areas , they are not get-
ting the help they are asking for . One 
reason why the church's youth ministry is 
not responding to this cr y may very well 
be the fact that youth is reticent about ask-
ing for this kind of help aloud. Another 
reason may be that the usual youth min-
istry feels " less competent to help in these 
areas." 
One valid criticism of the study might 
be that the inventory questions were not 
phrased in traditional , "accepted" terms 
and, consequently , allowed for misinter-
pretation by some young people - or so 
the writer of this review found in testing 
them with a sample of young people in his 
own congregation. But the research meth-
od can not be faulted , and any criticism 
of the material presented would be pica-
yune. The validity of the method and the 
fairness of the analysis are attested to by 
Dr. C. Gilbert Wrenn, professor of educa-
tional psychology at the University of Min-
nesota and editor of the J ournal of Counsel-
ing Psychology , who says: " This study is 
probably r.he most comprehensive study of 
church young people ever made in which 
such careful attention has been given to 
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standards of psychology and sociological 
research." 
Disturbing? Perhaps, but the wealth of 
information which this book contains will 
prove of great value to the church's minis-
try of youth. 
MERLIN BRAY 
THE LETIERS OF ROBERT FROST 
TO LOUIS UNTERMEYER 
With commentary by Louis Untermeyer 
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston, $7.00) 
Louis U ntermeyer once told me of his 
warm friendship with Robert Frost. Yet 
I did not realize the degree of warmth, 
the depth of intimacy of that friendship un-
til I read this superb collection of letters. 
Reading it, I felt as if Mr. Untermeyer 
had personally turned over to me his whole 
file of Frost letters for a few days' perusal; 
and not only let me read the letters with 
great delight, but commented upon them 
every few minutes. 
Such perhaps is the ideal experience of 
the reader of a voiu:ne of letters: to feel 
some acquaintance with one or more of 
the correspondents. Yet even from a pure-
ly literary viewpoint, the Frost letters, cov-
ering the period from 1915 to 1962, form 
a significant and lastingly engrossing docu-
ment. It is a massive assemblage of puns, 
jeux d 'esprit, drafts of poems, comments 
on the current literary scene (especially on 
versifiers), and serious and practical discus-
sion - all quite revealing to most of us 
who knew Frost only by his poetry or his 
occasional remarks to the press (e.g., on 
his trip to Russia) since he became a na-
tional dean and don of poetry under the 
Kennedy administration. 
With all his cunning and punning, Frost 
was dealt some severe emotional blows 
over the years of these letters. The culmi-
nation of them, perhaps, was the death of 
his wife Elinor in 1939. Other tragedies 
beset him: the mental illness of his sister 
and one of his children, the death of a 
daughter from tuberculosis, and the suicide 
ofhis son Carol. Yet he withstood these 
losses stoically and continued to devote 
himself to writing verse, publishing his 
22nd volume just before his death at the 
age of 89. 
The most interesting letters are those 
on his craft and fellow-craftsmen. Some 
of the poems included have a kind of pri-
vate imagery for Frost and Untermeyer; 
other poems, like an end-rhyme exercise 
titled "Trouble Rhyming," have a more 
general appeal. 
Few of Frost's contemporaries in poetry 
escaped his incisive criticism. Not only 
the Imagists (Amy Lowell was a favorite 
target), but poets like Conrad Aiken, E. A. 
Robinson, Edgar Lee Masters and T. S. 
Eliot, who did not openly align themselves 
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with Imagism (or ''Amygism," as Pound 
put it) . John Gould Fletcher got his 
praise. Vachel Lindsay, on the other 
hand, was the inspirer of Frost's only ex-
tended parody, titled "John L . Sullivan 
Enters Heaven." Frost's interest in young-
er poets never flagged, and he met and 
befriended the young Russian Y evtushen-
ko, among others, on his overseas tour in 
1962. 
Louis ("My Quality Friend") Unter-
meyer has made these letters live for read-
ers by adding elucidating comments and 
notes. Some readers will miss the conven-
ience of an index, but this is a small omis-
sion . Altogether, no comparable book of 
letters has appeared since Ezra Pound's 
Letters were published in 1950. 
CHARLES GUENTHER 
FICTION 
PERICLES THE ATHENIAN 
By Rex Warner (Little, Brown, $4.75) 
The Age of Pericles may rightly be re-
garded as the climax of "the glory that was 
Greece," and the life of Pericles (495-429 
B.C.), Athens' noblest statesman, as its 
epitome. 
This would certainly seem to be the 
view of the Engli sh writer Rex Warner in 
his latest novel, which might well be called 
a biography of Mr. Athens. Though his 
book is entirely undocumented, the author 
has manifestly derived his chief material, 
as would be expected, from the accurate 
history of Thucydides and the equally dra-
matic but less reliable life of Pericles by 
Plutarch. If we therefore are offered a 
story which contains more fact than fiction , 
and if as history the narrative would not 
satisfY completely the standards of sound 
scholarship, the discerning reader should 
nevertheless appraise Mr. Warner's well-
written volume as a richly rewarding, 
thought-provoking presentation of the two 
diametrically opposed political philoso-
phies, freedom and tyranny, from which 
he will in all likelihood find himself draw-
ing significant parallels for at least a par-
tial interpretation of the current scene of 
life in contemporary society. 
This earnest narrative, reported in the 
first person by the philosopher Anaxagoras, 
an intimate friend of the subject treated, 
spans the entire career of Pericles from the 
day of his "ominous" birth and his early 
youth, when he was an awed spectator at 
the great battle of Salamis, through the 
p«;riod of his political apprenticeship and 
finally the fifteen glorious years during 
which as virtually sole ruler he elevated a 
reasoning and reasonable city to the high-
est summit of her beauty and power. Here 
was a statesman of superlative intelligence, 
irreproachable integrity, compassionate hu-
manity, and remarkably persuasive elo-
quence who could translate his profound 
wisdom into swift and decisive action 
whenever the occasion demanded, whether 
in his capacity as governor or as command-
er on the battlefield. Of his numerous vic-
tories his crowning success was the attain-
ment of the democratic ideal, his supreme 
objective, never so completely realized by 
any other leader before his time or since. 
In the Periclean democracy each citizen 
not only was exhorted to develop and ex-
ercise his talents to their fullest in any field 
of activity in which he was interested and 
for which he was suited, but he also par-
ticipated actively and directly in civic af-
fairs and could expect to be selected by lot 
for one or more of almost all the offices of 
government. This new concept of a free 
and equal citizenry, really his major theme, 
Mr. Warner traces at considerable length 
in his description and analysis of the aims 
and accomplishments of Pericles and in his 
repeated contrasts of Athenian freedom 
with the stifling atmosphere of the Spartan 
oligarchy and the cruelty of Persian despot-
ism . Also when he interweaves the pri-
vate life of Pericles, its strength and its 
frailty, its joys and its sorrows, the novelist 
skilfully introduces the philosophic thought 
of Anaxagoras himself and other Pre-
Socratics and of the three great contem-
porary Attic tragedians who influenced the 
Olympian in his Weltanschauung and in the 
formulation of his social and political poli-
cies. 
Because he was embarrassed by an oval-
, shaped cranium, which he did not care to 
reveal to the public eye, representations 
of Pericles, as Mr. Warner points out, 
depict him wearing a military helmet. 
Ivory-towered egghead though he may 
have also been, his brilliant record yet 
proves that he was a practical realist and 
man of excellent judgment and courageous 
action too. That happy harmony con-
stantly stressed and idealized by the Greeks 
he was enabled to achieve through an ad-
mirable balancing of his immediate state-
manship with imaginative, far-reaching 
plans projected into the future as well as a 
wholesome regard for the heritage of the 
past and an unswerving adherence to the 
laws of his country. Unfortunately he 
failed in his apparent grand design of en-
compassing the whole Greek world within 
the framework of a Pan-Hellenic democra-
cy, death suddenly cutting him off while a 
horrible plague was raging through 
Athens. Even so the aftermath of his 
tragic demise brought the indispensability 
of his shining genius into still clearer 
focus. 
EDGAR C. REINKE 
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A Minority Report 
Lessons of the Black Weekend 
-------------By VIC T 0 R F. H 0 F F MANN 
The assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy shocked 
me into a state of numbness. The final, cruel, but offi-
cial announcement of the former president' s sudden 
death came while students in Political Thought I and I 
were listening to the rumors and denials of his death 
on transistor radios. The numbness turned into hypnosis 
as the Black Weekend moved on. I just sat in silence 
before the television's green eye, suspended in jerky con-
templation at what had come to pass. I tried to reach 
for the overtones as I sat in the memorial services con-
ducted in the university chapel. The president of the 
university, the university preacher, and their officiants 
conducted these memorial services with a deep sense of 
time and eternity. As sensitive human beings, with all 
the compulsions of deep emotion, they called us to 
mourn, to forgive, to understand, and to take account of 
our human dimensions with a dignity and wisdom be-
yond anything I have ever experienced in my forty-
plus years. 
With almost the entire nation, I presume, the univer-
sity family shared the common experience of focusing 
and concentrating all attention on a world in sorrow as 
the United States laid away one of its near-great politi-
cal leaders with the feeling that he had been cut down 
short of his potential. Most of us must have run the 
gamut of all emotions as we watched what films were 
available on the assassination, the long weekend funeral , 
the running commentary of some very able and disci-
plined reporters, and, of all things, a real TV murder. 
In all the circumstances of this event, I was impressed 
as much as anything with the stability and continuity of 
our constitutional form of government. Our leaders did 
not fall apart at the edges. Deep emotions and swift re-
actions of the soul did not demobilize the Johnsons, the 
Kennedys, and the Rusks. They moved quickly to put 
the constitutional mandates into effect. With none of 
the pomp and fanfare of great events, but with simplicity 
and economy of action, Lyndon B. Johnson took the oath 
of office in a plane with a proud wife at one side and a 
dignified widow at the other. It was done with quiet 
and serious elegance. At home and abroad, people 
knew and understood at once that the store was still 
operating. Lyndon B. Johnson - prepared mentally 
and psychologically over a lifetime for this high office -
grabbed the baton without hesitation. Many of us could 
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agree with the quick comment of Charlie Halleck, my 
congressman from the second district, Indiana: " He'll 
measure up to the job." And so far, he has measured 
up. 
Some of the reaction to Mr. Kennedy's death was 
disappointing. Letters to John Tower and Barry Gold-
water, apparently from liberals, castigated these two 
wih vitriolic and hateful charges as if they themselves 
had shot the President. Reports came from other areas 
of American life describing the private glee of promi-
nent persons who had been subjected to the relentless 
pressure of the Kennedys in office. The magazine of 
an extremist group mentioned the assassination in one 
paragraph with nary a headline reference to the tra-
gedy. Others, using the tragedy to restrict the constitu-
tional freedoms of extreme liberals and conservatives, 
have been trying to push them into the ashcan of poli-
tical oblivion. The many people who insisted that Ken-
nedy would be taking orders from Rome have been 
strangely quiet. To all 9f these and to ourselves comes 
the reminder: confession is good for the soul. Neverthe-
less , all these people hav.e the right to take their stand 
within the essential freedoms. Regardless of Kennedy's 
death, the constitutional system is still in effect and as 
such it protects the rights of all people, extremist or not , 
to live, to talk as they will, and to dissent. The consti-
tution even gives people the right to make fools of them-
selves. 
Nevertheless I feel that there are some lessons in this 
tragedy for all of us. We have asked many times: what 
kind of alienation and disregard of humans could pos-
sibly have been present in any person that might have 
prompted that person to kill a president or the presi-
dent's assassin? But something like this happens every 
day in every community in the United States. The big 
lesson we must learn is : never underestimate the capacity 
of any one of us to hate, to kill, and to injure. Once 
again we must recall the toughest lesson of life: it is 
necessary to forgive, to understand. It is necessary to 
forgive many people who appear foolish to us, who are 
out to get us, who obviously do not want us around 
very much. The alternative could be unrestrained hate 
and aggression. Life is too short and precious to be dedi-
cated to hate, malice, and bitterness. 
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Sights and Sounds 
Eye-Witnesses to History 
--------------------------------------------------------------8 y A N N E H A N S E N 
Both John Fitzgerald Kennedy, thirty-fifth President 
of the United States, and Abraham Lincoln, our six-
teenth President, died suddenly, cruelly, and violently at 
the hands of assassins. Both were targets for vicious 
vilification, irresponsible gossip, and malicious attacks. 
The Great Emancipator - the very term seems ironic 
today - died in the bitter aftermath of a long and 
bloody civil war- a war which was fought to insure 
for all men for all time the freedom and equality guaran-
teed to every citizen of our country under our Constitu-
tion. Today, nearly one hundred years later, we must 
face the sobering truth that civil rights, freedom, and 
equality under the law still are denied to many citizens 
of our republic. And our late President had pledged 
himself to a valiant effort to correct these injustices. 
Only the most obtuse or uninformed person can be 
blind to the fact that hatred , bigotry, and deliberate dis-
regard of the very tenets that brought our great nation 
into being have drawn us inexorably into a state of crisis. 
Extremists on both sides of the issue must be held ac-
countable for the tension which exists in the North as 
well as in the South. And the decent, well-intentioned 
but silent moderates must share the blame, because they 
have not spoken out. Must there be more violence, more 
suffering, and other brutal and senseless murders? Or 
dare we hope that a stunned and grieving nation has 
been shocked into an awareness of our danger? 
Within moments after the first bulletin flashed the 
news that Mr. Kennedy had been shot, the major net-
works were on the air to cover ensuing developments. 
And all through the long and somber weekend they 
made it possible for us to see and to hear history in 
the making. We are deeply indebted to the networks 
for this privilege. It would be carping indeed to single 
out occasional lapses or repetitions for harsh criticism. 
I doubt that anyone will ever forget the sights and 
sounds of the final tributes that were paid to a dedicated 
man by persons from all walks of life . The great leaders 
of the world assembled in Washington to represent their 
nations in this dark hour, and they spoke fitting words 
of tribute and condolence. But there were also all the 
men and women here and in many lands who merely 
stood and wept. No doubt every one of us will single 
out some special moment from many mo.ments of pathos. 
I know that I shall not be able ever to erase from my 
memory the sight of Mrs. Kennedy's anguished face -
or her magnificent courage during days that must have 
been sheer agony for her. But I had expected Mrs. 
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Kennedy to face this shattering ordeal with dignity and 
fortitude. Her conduct as our First Lady always bore 
the hallmark of true gentility, and she had shown her 
courage on other occasions. President and Mrs. Ken-
nedy brought to the White House keen and intelligent 
minds, a vital and revitalizing accent on culture and the 
arts, and, above all, the shining example of a happy, 
united Christian family. For myself, as a grateful citizen 
who sincerely mourns the death of an outstanding leader, 
I want to say, ''Thank you, Mr. President. Rest in 
peace." 
Since space will not permit a review of the new sea-
son on TV, let us take a quick look at the movies. 
It has become highly unfashionable to apply the term 
''wholesome" to a play or movie. And, I must add, one 
seldom has the opportunity to use the word these days. 
Lilies of the Field (United Artists, Ralph Nelson) co-stars 
Sidney Poitier and Lilia Skala in a simple, wholesome, 
warmly human story of courage, faith, and love. Su-
perb acting, a fine script which wisely avoids cliches 
and sentimentalism, and expert direction combine to in-
vest the picture with qualities and values as refreshing 
as they are uncommon in this period of so-called sophis-
tication. 
One expects wholesomeness in a film produced by 
Walt Disney. And he has demonstrated the fact that 
clean films do make money. The Incredible Journey (Buena 
Vista) presents a tale that is not only seemingly incredi-
ble but is completely captivating. This is delightful en-
tertainment for children - and I wouldn't give you a 
nickel for the adult who is too blase to come under its 
spell. 
McLintock (United Artists) is a big, sprawling, pot-
pourri of slapstick, boisterous horseplay, and nonsensical 
shenanigans. It is a composite of all the western come-
dies one has seen before. The good old mudhole routine 
was sadly overworked. 
Recent so-called sophisticated comedy releases in-
clude The Wheeler Dealers (M-G-M); Under the rum rum 
Tree (Columbia); Take Her , She's Mine (20th Century-
Fox); A New Kind of Love (Paramount); Palm Springs 
Weekend (Warners); and Fun in Acapulco (Paramount). I 
can see no reason to recommend such mediocre fare to 
the discriminating adult. And it is distressing beyond 
measure to realize that children and adolescents are ex-




"All the trumbets sounded for him on the other side" 
- PILGRIM'S PROGRESS 
------------------------------8 y 0. P . K R E T Z M A N N 
Innocent Abroad - II 
It was raining in Amsterdam on Saturday night, and 
three of us were disconsolately wondering where to go 
and what to do. Suddenly we discovered an advertise-
ment informing us that the Concertgebouw was offering 
Mahler's Eighth Symphony that very evening. My 
companions, more at home in the ways of Europe than 
I, immediately began a devious campaign for tickets. 
Over the telephone (occasionally a blessed and always 
a patient instrument) they presented thems elves as 
American authorities on Mahler who had been waiting 
all their lives for the presentation of his Eighth. T hey 
would leave the Netherlands desolate and heartbroken 
if they could not attend this performance. 
By nine o'clock we were in the front row of the Con-
certgebouw watching and hearing Jan Kubelik lead his 
great orchestra and several choirs through the romantic 
magic of Mahler. Although there were obvious echoes 
of Beethoven's Ninth (at least in the method) and equal 
overtones of Faust, the occasion was a high experience . 
There is a real difference between Europeans and Amer-
icans at a symphony. It lies in the evident knowledge 
and receptivity of the audience. During some of Mah-
ler's less inspired moments I turned to study them . 
Standing in the balcony looking raptly at the ceiling 
were a number of young men and women. A few rows 
behind us was a teenager with his head on his chest, 
listening with all his being. Across the aisle was an 
elderly spinster with the score before her, nervously 
biting her lips when the more difficult sections came. 
On the other side was a blonde who smiled ecstatically 
whenever the four harps entered the fray. The air was 
electric with response . How Jan Kubelik must be en-
joying this, I thought, after the cold and brutal winds of 
Claudia Cassidy's Chicago. At the end, when even the 
great organ thundered , the audience rose in a storm of 
applause. It was still echoing as we left the hall. 
One more note from Holland. One morning and eve-
ning the conference which I was observing heard some 
of the great music of the modern world. The famous 
choristers of the Holland Broadcasting System, just sev-
enteen men and women, presented a secular program in 
the morning and some sacred music in the evening. Al-
most all of it was by Ernest Pepping, a composer who 
is only a name to most of us in America. Happily, he 
was present for the occasion. It is clear that he has a 
dual gift - the ability to reflect the essential melan-
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choly of our age and then to answer it triumphantly with 
sacred compositions of singular clarity and power. The 
little band of Hollanders in the balcony sang the music 
with a simplicity and a devotion which were overwhelm-
ing. The Missa Dona Nobis Pacem should be done in 
America by a choir that has never learned to hum or 
slither or show off. It would be a rare experience for 
American audiences. 
The morning concert offered another curious experi-
ence. Pepping had wedded music to some modern verse, 
and the marriage was perfect . The high point came in 
a strange little number called " Diogenes." Never have 
I heard a more complete and subtle commentary on the 
hopeless existentialism of Sartre and his cult. All the 
agony, nonsense, meaninglessness, and fatalism of this 
latest attempt at an atheistic philosophy of life were ex-
pressed in words and music by a masterly and sensitive 
mind. In its own way it was as great as Don Quixote or 
Candide. 
Footnote: As I was transcribing these notes yesterday 
afterno·on, Steve brought the daily paper and laid it on 
my desk. Once more I saw a story which always puts 
me into a state of shock: " Six Teen-Agers Killed in 
Lake County Crash." The story : 
A high-speed, two-car collision following a Chest-
erton-Lowell high school football game party killed 
six teen-agers late Friday night, including the son 
of Lowell's police chief. 
Judging from the terrific damage done to both 
vehicles it was a high speed accident. It was un-
believable. Deputy Byron Peters said it was the 
worst accident of its kind he had ever seen. "It was 
a mess," he said. " First we found one body, then 
we found two, then four and then six. We didn't 
realize how many dead there were until we began 
probing around the wreckage." There were no 
survivors. 
Undoubtedly the same thing has happened to some 
of your friends. Nobody seems to be exempt. I have 
now had this experience three or four times, and I can 
never get away from the horrifYing effect this has on the 
parents of the children involved. The dead are dead, 
and we can now leave them to the mercy and judg-
ment of God. But the frightening pain such an accident 
leaves behind is almost incredible. 
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